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ABSTRACT 
The overarching purpose of this dissertation was to evaluate and analyze heart rate and/or 
step count measurements for six popular wearable technology devices: the Samsung Gear 2, 
FitBit Surge, Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+, Leaf Health Tracker, and the Scosche 
Rhythm+ in four separate conditions: free motion walking, free motion jogging, treadmill 
walking, and treadmill jogging. The four studies presented here utilized one test design and data 
collection protocol in which many measurements could be addressed simultaneously. Currently, 
there is no accepted standardized protocol to evaluate wearable technology devices. The test 
design utilized for this research series was introduced as a potential foundation for the 
establishment of a common procedure.  
There were three purposes for the first study in this series of four research projects. First, 
this study looked at whether the tested devices that recorded heart rate were reliable and valid in 
each of the four stated conditions. Only the Garmin Vivosmart HR+ and the Scosche Rhythm+ 
were significantly acceptable for all four conditions. Secondly, while all the tested devices used 
photoplethysmography to record heart rate, this technique has not been thoroughly validated for 
this purpose. Limited research indicates that devices that use this method as a measurement 
technique and are worn on the forearm are more accurate than those worn elsewhere on the body. 
Results from our study supported this conclusion. The Scosche Rhythm+, being a fore arm worn 
device, did produce more significantly acceptable results than the wrist worn Garmin Vivosmart 
HR+. Third, a standardized heart rate testing protocol has been introduced by the Consumer 
Technology Association. However, their recommended measurement criteria (a measurement 
every 1-5 seconds which would require special software to record) can be viewed as financially 
prohibitive, restrictive, and over compensating. The protocol used in our research presented 
iv 
evidence that ours, which used an average of several minutes of heart rate values, was easier to 
implement and did not required a financial investment to perform.  
The second study had two purposes. First, this study looked at whether the tested devices 
that recorded step count were reliable and valid in each of the four conditions. Only the FitBit 
Surge, Garmin Vivosmart HR+ and the Leaf Health Tracker were significantly acceptable for all 
four conditions. Secondly, the Consumer Technology Association has recommended a 
standardized step count protocol which would require the videotaping of an activity with 
separate tape reviews by two persons at a future time. This protocol is not feasible in certain 
conditions such as outside testing. Additionally, both reviewers would need to produce the exact 
same step count. Our testing used two manual counters where the mean of the two were used as 
the criterion measure. We provided strong evidence that this is an acceptable criterion measure 
for step counting that does not require additional time or resources.    
The third study compared heart rate and step count values measured by the tested devices 
between the different conditions. Measurements taken during free motion walking were 
compared to treadmill walking and those taken during free motion jogging were compared to 
treadmill jogging. It is generally believed that most wearable technology device companies 
perform device testing on a treadmill in a laboratory. Our conclusion was that there was no 
significant interaction or main effects for walking heart rate value comparisons. Jogging heart 
rate values saw significant main effects from both the environment and between the devices. 
Walking step count values had a significant interaction between the devices and the environment. 
Jogging step count values had a significant main effect between the devices. When utilizing 
wearable technology devices for the measurement of heart rate during walking or jogging, the 
Garmin Vivosmart HR+ and Rhythm Scosche Rhythm+ provided acceptable measures both in 
v 
the laboratory as well as in a free motion environment. The FitBit Surge, Garmin Vivo Smart 
HR+, and the Leaf Health Tracker produced similar results for step count.  
The fourth study evaluated whether there was a correlation between both body 
composition percentages and body mass index values and the percent error calculated between a 
manual step count and that recorded by the wearable technology devices. Our results gave 
evidence that there are no significant correlations between body mass index and the calculated 
percent error. For body composition, only two conditions for the wrist worn devices had a 
positive significant correlation; the Samsung Gear 2 when free motion walking and the Garmin 
Vivosmart HR+ when free motion walking.  The waist worn Leaf Activity Tracker had positive 
significant correlations for both treadmill walking and treadmill jogging. Even though our study 
produced four conditions with significant correlations, all were low to moderate in value. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
A wearable technology device can be described as a small, personal, portable, mini-
computer that utilizes various types of sensors to detect, measure and record specific 
physiological or mechanical characteristics of the human body (Kinoshita & Nagashima, 2018). 
The first devices to fit this description were heart rate monitors produced by Polar Electro in 
1978 (Kite-Powell, 2016). In the late 2000’s, the use of publicly available wearable technology 
devices, or activity tackers, escalated rapidly when two events occurred: a collaboration between 
Apple and Nike produced the Nike+ iPod fitness tracking device and FitBit produced a belt worn 
activity tracker (Kinoshita & Nagashima, 2018; Winchestor, 2015). By 2018, it was estimated 
that one in six persons was using some type of tracking device to measure at least one 
physiological factor to live a healthier lifestyle (Draper, 2018). Current sales trends indicate that 
by 2022, 400+ million units will be shipped annually worldwide, up from approximately 174 
million in 2018 (Statista, 2019).  
In the beginning years, activity trackers predominately recorded heart rate and/or one of 
two basic measurements: step count and estimated energy expenditure (calories burned) (Ewalt, 
2010; Kane, Simmons, John, Thompson, & Bassett, 2010). As technology advanced, most 
devices began to incorporate multiple functions into their design as newer measurement 
techniques and sensor types began to be developed. Currently, the most common use for these 
devices are 1) to monitor heart rate during physical activity in order to train at optimal 
performance levels, 2) to count daily steps in order reach a recommended daily physical activity 
level required for healthy living, 3) to assist with losing weight by monitoring energy 
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expenditure, and 4) to monitor and assist with an athletes sports performance. As a result of their 
potential, the implementation of these devices in a variety of fields has increased exponentially. 
Where initially they were viewed as expensive trinkets or toys that persons bought for social 
status or as a novelty, they are now accepted as an integrated part of society. Consequently, their 
presence has expanded beyond personal usage for physical training and healthy living. They are 
now being utilized as precision measurements devices in areas such as clinical, occupational, and 
medical research (Bassett, Freedson, & Dinesh, 2018; Bonato, 2009, 2010) and for rehabilitation 
purposes (Bonato, 2005). Additionally, their potential use in the fields of telehealth and 
telemedicine is very appealing (Haghi, Thurow, & Stoll, 2017). 
Regardless of their application, all wearable technology devices should try to adhere to 
certain basic criterion standards that are dependent on current technological advancements. First, 
a device must be able to consistently and accurately measure the value it is designed to detect 
and record. Second, depending on the measurement, it must be able to do so in as many 
environments or conditions as possible. Third, it should be validated for persons that may 
possess other than normal body characteristics and for specific populations such as the elderly. 
Fourth, it should be financially feasible to purchase. Fifth, when worn, it should minimally alter 
the wearer’s normal movement patterns so as not to influence measurements. Sixth, if designed 
for long term use, it must be comfortable and non-toxic. Seventh, its power source should enable 
usage for long periods of time. Lastly, the device should be user friendly and not overly 
complicated to use (LaPorte, Montoye, & Caspersen, 1985; Majumder, Mondal, & Deen, 2017).  
This research project evaluated several popular activity trackers (Samsung Gear 2, FitBit 
Surge, Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart+, Leaf Health Tracker, Scosche Rhythm+) and their 
ability to record heart rate and step count under varying conditions. The current gold standard for 
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heart rate monitoring is electrocardiography (Georgiou et al., 2018; Kisilevsky & Brown, 2016). 
Electrocardiography measures the electrical activity of the heart through adhesive chest pads. It 
can then display this activity by drawing corresponding waves on a piece of paper and/or 
displaying them on a screen (Fye, 1994). While it is the current gold standard for heart rate 
measurement, these machines are expensive, not portable, and require trained personal to operate 
and evaluate the given results. For a majority of the publicly available heart rate monitors such as 
the Polar T31 that have been tested and are being accepted as precision measurements devices 
(Bouts, Brackman, Martin, Subasic, & Potkanowicz, 2018; Montes & Navalta, 2019), their way 
of monitoring heart rate is performed in the same manner. However, chest worn monitors can 
become extremely uncomfortable due to the tightness of the chest strap, the length of time they 
are worn, and potential irritation of the skin underneath. The devices tested in this study all used 
a different form of measurement called photoplethysmography. This technique uses LED light to 
measure near surface arterial and venous contractions and dilations caused by pressure pulse 
waves emitting from the heart (Maeda, Sekine, & Tamura, 2011). Because devices that use 
photoplethysmography can be worn on the wrist or forearm, they are more comfortable to wear 
for extended periods of time. However, it is unclear whether this is a valid method to accurately 
record heart rate (Stahl, An, Dinkel, Noble, & Lee, 2016). 
The physical mechanism for recording step count depends on the internal mechanism 
being used. Most devices used for research utilize either a spring-levered or piezo-electric 
accelerometer mechanism. Those that are spring-levered have a spring suspended horizontal 
lever arm that moves vertically in response to vertical accelerations. When the lever arm moves 
with the appropriate force it makes contact with an electrical contact, completing an electric 
circuit which then registers as a step (Clemes & Biddle, 2013). Piezo-electric based devices 
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utilize a horizontal cantilevered beam with a weight on one end. When accelerations above a set 
sensitivity threshold occur, the beam compresses a piezo-electric crystal which then generates 
voltage in proportion to the beam’s acceleration. The voltage oscillations are then used to record 
steps (Clemes & Biddle, 2013). Lastly, a magnetic reed proximity switch can be used. A spring-
suspended horizontal lever arm with a magnet attached to one end moves vertically with the 
wearers motion. The magnetic field of the lever magnet, when close, causes two overlapping 
pieces of metal encased in a glass cylinder to touch, resulting in a counted step (Schneider, 
Crouter, & Bassett, 2004). While wearable technology devices do depend on their physical 
mechanism, they are similarly reliant on proprietary algorithms in the device circuitry to assist in 
determining what constitutes as a step or non-related incidental movement. Regardless of the 
method or algorithm used, discerning between actual steps taken and non-related motion can be 
difficult to quantify. It is important that all tested devices be evaluated in as many conditions as 
feasible in as many different wearer populations as possible. against either a visual count by 
manual counters or a previously validated measurement device  
The overall purpose of this dissertation was to evaluate the heart rate and step count 
measurement ability of a select number of popular wearable technology devices. It is our intent 
to provide the public and the various entities that conduct research in this field with supplemental 
information that will assist with future research. Our research looked at several situations that 
have not been directly addressed. It also presents a potential standardized protocol for the initial 
testing of said devices. Within this framework, the following areas were discussed: 
1. Evaluate if using photoplethysmography for measuring heart rate is reliable and valid under 
several different conditions: free motion walking, free motion jogging, treadmill walking, 
and treadmill jogging. 
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2. Evaluate if the devices step count measurements are reliable and valid under the same 
conditions as point #2. 
3. Evaluation of whether using two manual counters is statistically acceptable for use as a 
criterion measurement for step count analysis. 
4. Comparison of both heart rate and step count measurements compared between free motion 
walking and treadmill walking and between free motion jogging and treadmill jogging. The 
result being to determine if each condition requires separate evaluation or if only one needs 
to be done, saving time and resources. 
5. Perform a preliminary evaluation into whether the wearer’s body composition or body mass 
index has a correlation to a device’s step count accuracy.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 
Heart Rate Reliability and Validity of Five Wearable Technology Devices While Walking and 
Jogging in both a Free Motion Setting and on a Treadmill 
 
Chapter Significance 
 The use of wearable technology to measure heart rate has greatly increased in recent 
years due to advancements in technology. No longer are large, bulky contraptions such as an 
electrocardiograph machine required to accurately measure heart rate. Small, portable, and user-
friendly devices that can be worn on various parts of the body are becoming the new norm.  
Where personally worn devices were once viewed as having little to no purpose other than as 
novelty items or personal training aids, they are very rapidly becoming recognized and preferred 
for both research and rehabilitation purposes. Wearable technology devices are being produced 
and sold in large quantities with sales rates projected to grow yearly. It is important to promptly 
evaluate these devices and report the results so that buyers can make an informed choice when 
investing in and utilizing them. 
This study evaluated the ability of five popular wearable technology devices to 
consistently and accurately detect, record, and display heart rate measurement (Samsung Gear 2, 
FitBit Surge, Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart+, Scosche Rhythm+). Measurements were taken at 
rest before and during four different activities: free motion walking, free motion jogging, 
treadmill walking, and treadmill jogging. While, most current valid heart rate monitors detect 
heart rate through measurement of electrical activity in the heart, the five tested devices all used 
a newer application of photoplethysmography to do so. While photoplethysmography has been 
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used for many decades in other applications such as measuring oxygen saturation in the blood, its 
use for recording heart rate has not been fully validated. Research in this technique is lacking and 
this research study adds to the current literature. The data collected and used for our analysis 
came from an overarching study. The additional intent was to implement and evaluate a testing 
protocol that would allow for the 1) the collection of numerous different measurements at one 
time and 2) to help establish a standardized procedure that is easy to perform and finically 
conservative. 
Manuscript Note: 
This manuscript has been developed and written with my advisory committee: Richard Tandy, 
Jack Young, Szu-Ping Lee and James Navalta. It is currently under review in the Journal for the 
Measurement of Physical Behavior. 
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Abstract 
Heart rate monitors utilizing LED based photoplethysmography (PPG) are inexpensive, 
non-intrusive, and comfortable. However, optical sensing of microvascular blood flow to 
determine heart rate is not completely validated. Purpose: Determine reliability and validity of 
Samgung Gear 2, FitBit Surge, Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+, and Scosche Rhythm+ at 
rest and when walking and jogging in free motion and treadmill conditions. Test-retest reliability 
determined via Intraclass Correlation (ICC). Validity was determined via a combination of 
Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient, mean absolute percent error (free motion ≤10.0%, treadmill 
≤5.00%), and Bland-Altman analysis (device bias and limits of agreement). Significance was set 
at p<0.05.  Methods: Forty volunteers participated. Devices were worn simultaneously in 
randomized configurations. Polar T31 heart rate monitor; comparison measure. Walking and 
jogging free motion and treadmill protocols of 5-minute intervals were completed.  Results: The 
Garmin Vivosmart HR+ and Leaf Health Tracker were reliable and valid for all settings. The 
Polar A360 was not reliable or valid during free motion jogging. The FitBit Surge was not 
reliable or valid while free motion walking. It was reliable but not valid for free motion jogging. 
The Samsung Gear 2 was reliable and valid only during treadmill jogging. All devices and 
setting had acceptable mean absolute percent error values (≤5%). Conclusions: While PPG based 
devices are comfortable to wear it is not conclusive if the PPG heart rate measurement technique 
is fully acceptable for use as a precision heart rate measurement technique.  
 
Keywords: Heart rate, PPG, photoplethysmography, wearable technology 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The recording of a person’s heart rate is an important parameter that is used for a variety 
of purposes with the electrocardiograph instrument (ECG) being the gold standard for this 
measurement (Kisilevsky & Brown, 2016; Svennberg et al., 2017; Usadel et al., 2016). However, 
ECGs are not feasible in all locations due to their size, financial cost, and/or the availability of 
trained personal. Because of these reasons, the use of smaller, portable heart rate monitors that 
are easily purchased and financially viable is becoming a matter of interest in many applications. 
Where an ECG may not be practical for use outside of a laboratory or medical facility, a portable 
heart rate monitor is an inviting option for use in real-life surroundings or in open-air 
environments. It allows for heart rate measurements during activities that involve more complex 
levels of movement with a greater latitude of freedom. However, for a portable heart rate monitor 
to be utilized in lieu of an ECG for any purpose, it must meet certain criteria: 1) the 
measurements must be consistent, 2) it must measure heart rate to within an acceptable range of 
accuracy, 3) the cost must be reasonable, 4) it must be easy to use without specialized training, 
and 5) its use should not alter the users normal motion as to effect any measurements (LaPorte, 
Montoye, & Caspersen, 1985). 
While the most common current use for portable heart rate monitors are to assist persons 
in achieving fitness goals (Coughlin & Stewart, 2016) and for athletes to set training intensities 
(Christopher, Beato, & Hulton, 2016; Manttari et al., 2018), some portable heart rate monitors 
such as the Polar T31 chest worn heart rate monitor (Polar; Lake Success, NY) are already being 
used as a precision heart rate measurement device. The Polar T31 has been proven to be reliable 
(Montes & Navalta, 2019) and has been validated against an ECG (Bouts, Brackman, Martin, 
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Subasic, & Potkanowicz, 2018). It is also user-friendly, easily purchased, lightweight, water-
resistant, slender, comes with a medium strap designed to fit chest sizes from 63.5cm to 137cm 
(25” to 54”) and retails for approximately $40 ("T31 Transmitter," 2018). These traits make it 
easy to understand why its use is popular with investigators and why it has been used in 
occupational related evaluations (Foulis et al., 2018; Mac et al., 2017; Steinman, van den Oord, 
Frings-Dresen, & Sluiter, 2017), validation of alternate portable heart rate monitors (Dieli-
Conwright, Jensky, Battaglia, McCauley, & Schroeder, 2009; Hiremath & Ding, 2011; Tanner et 
al., 2016), and human physiological research (Bartholomae, Moore, Ward, & Kressler, 2018; 
Cooke, Samual, Cooper, & Stoohr, 2018; Vosselman et al., 2012) to name a few of its 
applications.  
Just as an ECG has issues during use in certain situations, so too does the Polar T31. The 
Polar T31 is a chest worn device that must be worn snugly around the ribcage to detect electrical 
activity from the heart ("How does a Polar Training Computer measure heart rate?," 2018). 
Prolonged use and the corresponding tightness can result in varying levels of discomfort which 
over time may cause the wearer to shift the monitor to a new contact point to lessen any 
discomfort, possibly affecting heart rate measurements. This is especially true for males and 
females who have larger chests and may have more discomfort associated with the devise’s 
placement on the sternum. Additionally, the chest strap itself can become uncomfortable when 
worn for long periods due to skin irritation by the elastic material and/or from the accumulation 
of dried salt deposits in the strap material due to sweat. Lastly, Polar Electro indicates that there 
should be some moisture between the Polar T31 and the user’s skin for consistent detection and 
reporting of heart rate. When the surface areas between the two are dry, heart rate readings can 
be recorded incorrectly ("Polar T31," 2017; "Polar Trouble Shooting and Hints," 2018). 
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Situations may arise where no moisture is present such as in bedridden persons, low intensity 
activities, or colder weather where sweat may be minimal.  
Unlike the Polar T31 which reads heart rate by detecting electrical signals from the heart 
("How does a Polar Training Computer measure heart rate?," 2018), the five tested devices all 
use PPG to detect heart rate. PPG is the use of a flashing LED light that shines through the skin 
to detect pulse rate from the expansion and contraction of underlying near surface blood vessels 
during heart contraction (Maeda, Sekine, & Tamura, 2011). While this technology is becoming 
more common for heart rate measurements, its reliability and validity as a precision 
measurement device for medical, clinical, and research purposes has not been fully established 
(Stahl, An, Dinkel, Noble, & Lee, 2016). However, because four of the tested devices are worn 
on the wrist like a watch and one is worn on the upper forearm, they are all easier to put on and 
more comfortable when worn over extended periods of use. It is for these reasons their 
evaluation is an earnest endeavor. 
The fourfold purpose of this study was to evaluate five heart rate monitors for 1) to 
determine if the tested wearable technology devices are reliable at rest, 2) to determine if the 
devices would also be valid while at rest, 3) to determine if the tested wearable technology 
devices are reliable for heart rate measurements when free motion walking, free motion jogging, 
treadmill walking, and treadmill jogging, and 4) to determine if the devices would also be valid 
during the same motions. Based on our prior research using wearable technology (Montes, 
Young, Tandy, & Navalta, 2018), we hypothesized that all five tested devices would be both 
reliable and valid during non-movement measurements when compared to the Polar T31. We 
also hypothesized that all five tested devices would be both reliable and valid when utilized 
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during walking and jogging in both a free motion setting and on treadmill when compared to the 
same Polar T31 standard.  
 
METHODS 
 
Participants 
Forty healthy (identified as low risk according to the ACSM pre-participation screening 
questionnaire) participants aged 25.09±7.17 years (twenty males and twenty females) 
volunteered for this investigation [descriptive characteristics are provided in Table 1]. 
Participants filled out an informed consent form that was approved by the UNLV Biomedical 
Institutional Review Board (#885569-3). 
 
Table 2.1. Participants characteristics. Means ± SD presented. 
 Age (yrs) Height (cm) Mass (kg) BMI (m/kg2) 
All participants (N=40) 25.09±7.17 169.64±11.18 77.19±19.2 26.43±5.19 
BMI = Body Mass Index 
 
Devices 
The five wearable technology devices investigated consisted of four that are worn on the 
wrist: Samsung Gear 2, FitBit Surge, Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+, and one worn on the 
upper forearm below the elbow: Scosche Rhythm+. Immediately prior to testing, the participants 
age, sex, height, weight, and where the device was being worn were programmed into the device. 
The device was synchronized, and the appropriate “activity” mode, if available, was selected. A 
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Polar T31 chest mounted heart rate monitor [Polar Electro, Lake Success, NY, USA] was used as 
the comparison measurement.  
The Samsung Gear 2 (Samsung Electro-Mechanics, Seoul, South Korea) is a wrist-worn 
smartwatch. Sensors include an accelerometer, gyroscope, and heart rate monitor. 
The Fitbit Surge (Fitbit Inc, San Francisco, CA) is a fitness super wrist-watch that utilizes 
GPS tracking to determine distance and pace. Sensors and components include 3-axis 
accelerometers, digital compass, optical heart rate monitor, altimeter, ambient light sensor, and 
vibration motor.  
The Polar A360 (Polar Electro, Kempele, Finland) is a wrist-worn fitness tracker that has 
a proprietary optical heart rate module. No other specifications are given.  
The Garmin Vivosmart HR+ (Garmin Ltd, Canton of Schaffhausen, Switzerland) is smart 
activity tracker with wrist-based heart rate as well as GPS. Sensors include a barometric 
altimeter and accelerometer.  
The Scosche Rhythm+ (Scosche Industries, Oxnard, CA) is a forearm-based heart rate 
tracker that is worn just below the elbow. Unlike the wrist-worn devices, it does not have a 
display window. It uses a third-party application downloaded to a smartphone or tablet to show 
heart rate measurements. This study used the MotiFIT application (version 1.3.4(56), Dieppe, 
New Brunswick, CANADA) on a Samsung Galaxy S8+ smartphone (Samsung, Ridgefield Park, 
NJ).  
 
Protocol 
Data for this study was completed concurrently during a collection period that has been 
recently published (Montes & Navalta, 2019). The protocol has been repeated here for the 
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convenience of the reader. In the week prior to testing, participants provided anthropometric 
data. Age in years was self-reported, height (cm) was measured with a Health-o-meter wall 
mounted height rod (Pelstar LLC/Health-o-meter, McCook, IL), mass (kg) and Body Mass Index 
(BMI) was measured by a hand-and-foot bioelectric impedance analyzer (seca mBCA 514 
Medical Body Composition Analyzer, Seca North America, Chino, CA).  
On the first day of testing, participants were fitted with the Samsung Gear 2, FitBit Surge, 
Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+ and Scosche Rhythm+. They then proceeded to a long 
indoor hallway with cones spaced 200 feet apart. After participants sat for 5 minutes, their 
resting heart rate was taken. They then completed the first 5-minute self-paced free motion walk 
back and forth between the cones. Heart rate at minutes 3, 4, and 5 was recorded. After a 5-
minute seated rest period, their resting heart rate was again recorded. Participants then completed 
the first 5-minute self-paced free motion jog with heart rate at minutes 3, 4, and 5 again recorded. 
Participants then rested in a seated position for 10 minutes. They then performed a second self-
paced 5-minute free motion walk and jog in the same manner as the first with heart rate recorded 
in the same manner. The distance traveled for both free motion walks and jogs was measured and 
the speed in miles per hour was calculated and rounded to the nearest 0.1.  
One to two days later at approximately the same time of day (±1 hour), the participants 
returned for treadmill-based walking and jogging. They were fitted with all the devices in the 
same manner and configuration as on day two. All treadmill activities were performed on a 
Trackmaster treadmill (Full Vision, Inc. Newton, KS). After a 5-minute seated rest period, their 
resting heart rate was taken. They then completed the first 5-minute treadmill walk at the speed 
calculated from the first free motion walk with heart rate at minutes 3, 4, and 5 being recorded. 
Following a 5-minute seated rest period, they completed the first 5-minute treadmill jog at the 
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speed calculated from the first free motion jog with heart rate at minutes 3, 4, and 5 being 
recorded. Participants rested in a seated position for 10 minutes. They then performed a second 
5-minute treadmill walk and jog in the same manner as the first with heart rate recorded in the 
same manner. Speeds for the second treadmill walk and jog were calculated from the second free 
motion walk and jog. Speeds were replicated on the treadmill in order to normalize the distance a 
participant traveled in the 5-minute testing intervals for both conditions. The grade for all 
treadmill testing was set to 0%.  
 
Statistical Analysis 
Resting heart rate analysis utilized one measurement taken just before the start of each 
activity. Heart rate measurements while walking/jogging used the average of the measurements 
recorded at minutes 3, 4, and 5. This represented a steady state heart rate condition. IBM SPSS 
(IBM Statistics version 24.0, Armonk, NY) was used for all statistical analysis. No outliers of ≥ 
±3 standard deviations were found. Test-retest of the five devices (N=40) and validity testing 
(N=40) was calculated for free motion walking, free motion jogging, treadmill walking, and 
treadmill jogging. The first and second walks and first and second jogs for both the free motion 
and treadmill activities were compared to one another for reliability. Test-retest reliability was 
determined using Intraclass Correlation (ICC; Model 3, single rating) with an ICC ≥ 0.70 being 
acceptable (Baumgartner, Jackson, Mahar, & Rowe, 2007). The second walk and second jog for 
the free motion and treadmill activities was used for validity testing. Validity was determined 
using (1) the mean of minutes 3, 4, and 5 from the five tested devices and (2) the mean of 
minutes 3, 4, and 5 from a Polar T31 heart rate monitor. Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) was 
used to determine criterion validity with the p-value set at <0.05 and the (r) set at ≥ 0.70. 
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Secondly, mean absolute percentage error was calculated by the formula: absolute value of  
{([mean difference of device – comparison] * 100) / comparison mean}. Based on previous 
studies, an acceptable mean absolute percent score is ≤10% in free motion movement and ≤5% 
on a treadmill (Nelson, Kaminsky, Dickin, & Montoye, 2016; Schneider, Crouter, & Bassett, 
2004; Tudor-Locke et al., 2006). Lastly, a Bland-Altman analysis was performed to help 
ascertain if the device had a high or low bias in its measurements. Because there are no current 
guidelines for what an acceptable limit of agreement value would be for a wearable technology 
device, our results were reported for potential future meta-analysis. Confidence intervals were set 
at 95%.  
 
Results 
Heart Rate at Rest prior to any activity 
All tested devices returned significant ICC, p, and (r) values prior to all activities. All 
prior activities had acceptable mean absolute percent errors (MAPE) of ≤5%. Bland-Altman 
analysis suggest that the devices very minimally over and under estimate heart rate 
measurements while at rest prior to any activity while the user is not moving (Table 2.2). 
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Table 2.2. Heart Rate at rest prior to any activity: test-retest and validity. * Indicates p<0.05. 
Reliability (N=40) Validity (N=40) 
  
ICC 3,1 
 
r 
 
MAPE (%) 
Bias 
(heart rate) 
LoA 
(heart rate) 
Samsung Gear 2      
Free Motion Walk 0.91 0.95* 3.01 1±5 -8 to 10 
Free Motion Jog  0.94 0.97* 2.88 1±4 -6 to 9 
Treadmill Walk 0.89 0.97* 4.07 1±5 -9 to 12 
Treadmill Jog 0.90 0.95* 3.44 0±5 -9 to 10 
FitBit Surge      
Free Motion Walk 0.90 0.97* 2.82 -1±4 -9 to 7 
Free Motion Jog 0.90 0.97* 2.78 -2±4 -10 to 7 
Treadmill Walk 0.90 0.94* 3.07 -2±4 -9 to 5 
Treadmill Jog 0.92 0.97* 3.49 -1±4 -10 to 7 
Polar A360      
Free Motion Walk 0.92 0.98* 2.22 0±3 -5 to 6 
Free Motion Jog 0.95 0.97* 2.83 0±4 -8 to 8 
Treadmill Walk 0.95 0.97* 2.33 0±3 -7 to 7 
Treadmill Jog 0.95 0.99* 2.11 -1±3 -6 to 4 
Garmin Vivosmart HR+      
Free Motion Walk 0.90 0.97* 2.99 0±4 -8 to 8 
Free Motion Jog 0.91 0.96* 3.74 -3±5 -12 to 7 
Treadmill Walk 0.91 0.96* 3.42 -1±4 -9 to 6 
Treadmill Jog 0.91 0.95* 4.23 -2±5 -12 to 9 
Scosche Rhythm+      
Free Motion Walk 0.93 0.99* 1.31 0±2 -4 to 5 
Free Motion Jog 0.96 0.99* 1.93 0±3 -6 to 5 
Treadmill Walk 0.92 0.97* 2.48 0±3 -7 to 6 
Treadmill Jog 0.96 0.98* 2.03 0±3 -7 to 6 
 
 
Heart Rate in Motion; Samsung Gear 2 
The Samsung Gear 2 returned significant ICC, p, and (r) values only for treadmill 
jogging. For both free motion activities and treadmill walking, while the p-value was significant, 
the ICC and (r) values were not. Both free motion activities had acceptable mean absolute 
percent errors (MAPE) of ≤10.0% while both treadmill activities were unacceptable at >5%. 
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Bland-Altman plots suggest that it underestimates heart rate measurements during jogging 
activities and slightly overestimates during walking (Table 2.3, Figures 2.1A.-2.1D.). 
 
Table 2.3. Samsung Gear 2. Heart Rate in motion test-retest and validity. * Indicates p<0.05. 
Reliability (N=40) Validity (N=40) 
  
ICC 3,1 
 
r 
 
MAPE (%) 
Bias 
(heart rate) 
LoA 
(heart rate) 
Free Motion Walk 0.59 0.61* 6.47 1±12 -24 to 25 
Free Motion Jog  0.51 0.60* 5.98 -6±13 -32 to 20 
Treadmill Walk 0.54 0.42* 9.51 3±19 -35 to 40 
Treadmill Jog 0.71 0.73* 6.67 -6±14 -33 to 21 
 
 
Figure 2.1A.     Figure 2.1B.                 Figure 2.1C.        Figure 2.1D. 
 
 
 
 
Figures 2.1A. (Free Motion Walk), 2.1B. (Free Motion Jog), 2.1C. (Treadmill Walk), & 2.1D. 
(Treadmill Jog). Samsung Gear 2, Heart Rate, Bland-Altman plot. 
 
Heart Rate in Motion; FitBit Surge 
The FitBit Surge returned significant ICC, p, and (r) values for treadmill walking and 
treadmill jogging. For free motion jogging, the ICC and p-value were significant but the (r) value 
was not. While free motion walking returned a significant p-value, the ICC and (r) were not. 
Both free motion activities had acceptable mean absolute percent errors (MAPE) of ≤10.0% and 
both treadmill activities were acceptable at ≤5%. Bland-Altman plots suggest that it 
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underestimates heart rate measurements during both free motion activities and during treadmill 
jogging. Treadmill walking had no bias (Table 2.4, Figures 2.2A.-2.2D.). 
 
Table 2.4. FitBit Surge. Heart Rate in motion test-retest and validity. * Indicates p<0.05. 
Reliability (N=40) Validity (N=40) 
  
ICC 3,1 
 
r 
 
MAPE (%) 
Bias 
(heart rate) 
LoA 
(heart rate) 
Free Motion Walk 0.65 0.57* 5.67 -3±16 -34 to 28 
Free Motion Jog  0.79 0.53* 4.76 -7±11 -29 to 15 
Treadmill Walk 0.75 0.91* 4.84 0±8 -14 to 15 
Treadmill Jog 0.89 0.77* 4.92 -3±11 -25 to 18 
 
 
Figure 2.2A.     Figure 2.2B.                 Figure 2.2C.         Figure 2.2D. 
 
 
 
 
Figures 2.2A. (Free Motion Walk), 2.2B. (Free Motion Jog), 2.2C. (Treadmill Walk), & 2.2D. 
(Treadmill Jog). FitBit Surge, Heart Rate, Bland-Altman plots. 
 
Heart Rate in Motion; Polar A360 
The Polar A360 returned significant ICC, p, and (r) values for free motion walking and 
both treadmill activities. For free motion jogging, while the p-value was significant, the ICC and 
(r) values were not. Both free motion activities had acceptable mean absolute percent errors 
(MAPE) of ≤10.0% while both treadmill activities were acceptable at ≤5%. Bland-Altman plots 
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suggest that it underestimates heart rate measurements during all activities (Table 2.5., Figures 
2.3A.-2.3D.). 
 
Table 2.5. Polar A360. Heart Rate in motion test-retest and validity. * Indicates p<0.05. 
Reliability (N=40) Validity (N=40) 
  
ICC 3,1 
 
r 
 
MAPE (%) 
Bias 
(heart rate) 
LoA 
(heart rate) 
Free Motion Walk 0.81 0.92* 3.75 -1±7 -16 to 13 
Free Motion Jog  0.58 0.64* 4.33 -6±9 -24 to 13 
Treadmill Walk 0.85 0.91* 2.87 -2±8 -16 to 13 
Treadmill Jog 0.88 0.88* 3.20 -1±8 -18 to 15 
 
 
Figure 2.3A.     Figure 2.3B.               Figure 2.3C.                 Figure 2.3D. 
 
 
 
 
Figures 2.3A. (Free Motion Walk), 2.3B. (Free Motion Jog), 2.3C. (Treadmill Walk), & 2.3D. 
(Treadmill Jog). Polar A360, Heart Rate, Bland-Altman plots. 
 
Heart Rate in Motion; Garmin Vivosmart HR+ 
The Garmin Vivosmart HR+ returned significant ICC, p, and (r) values for all activities. 
Both free motion activities had acceptable mean absolute percent errors (MAPE) of ≤10.0% 
while both treadmill activities were acceptable at ≤5%. Bland-Altman plots suggest that it 
minimally overestimates heart rate measurements during all activities (Table 2.6, Figures 2.4A.-
2.4D.). 
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Table 2.6. Garmin Vivosmart HR+. Heart Rate in motion test-retest and validity. * Indicates 
p<0.05. 
Reliability (N=40) Validity (N=80) 
  
ICC 3,1 
 
r 
 
MAPE (%) 
Bias 
(heart rate) 
LoA 
(heart rate) 
Free Motion Walk 0.84 0.90* 3.88 2±8 -13 to 18 
Free Motion Jog  0.86 0.70* 4.27 2±10 -18 to 21 
Treadmill Walk 0.71 0.94* 3.31 1±6 -11 to 13 
Treadmill Jog 0.88 0.83* 3.81 2±10 -17 to 20 
 
 
Figure 2.4A.    Figure 2.4B.              Figure 2.4C.     Figure 2.4D. 
 
 
 
 
Figures 2.4A. (Free Motion Walk), 2.4B. (Free Motion Jog), 2.4C. (Treadmill Walk), & 2.4D. 
(Treadmill Jog). Garmin Vivosmart HR+, Heart Rate, Bland-Altman plots. 
 
Heart Rate in Motion; Scosche Rhythm+ 
The Scosche Rhythm+ returned significant ICC, p, and (r) values for all activities. Both 
free motion activities had acceptable mean absolute percent errors (MAPE) of ≤10.0% while 
both treadmill activities were acceptable at ≤5%. Bland-Altman plots suggest that it very slightly 
overestimates heart rate measurements only during free motion jogging. All other activities had 
no bias (Table 2.7, Figures 2.5A.-2.5D.). 
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Table 2.7. Scosche Rhythm+: Heart Rate in motion test-retest and validity. * Indicates p<0.05. 
Reliability (N=40) Validity (N=80) 
  
ICC 3,1 
 
r 
 
MAPE (%) 
Bias 
(heart rate) 
LoA 
(heart rate) 
Free Motion Walk 0.94 0.99* 1.03 0±2 -4 to 4 
Free Motion Jog  0.96 0.83* 2.42 2±8 -14 to 18 
Treadmill Walk 0.96 0.99* 1.09 0±2 -4 to 3 
Treadmill Jog 0.96 0.99* 1.20 0±3 -6 to 6 
 
 
Figure 2.5A.     Figure 2.5B.                 Figure 2.5C.        Figure 2.5D. 
.  
Figures 2.5A. (Free Motion Walk), 2.5B. (Free Motion Jog), 2.5C. (Treadmill Walk), & 2.5D. 
(Treadmill Jog). Scosche Rhythm+, Heart Rate, Bland-Altman plots 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The current study investigated the accuracy of five wearable activity trackers that 
measure heart rate using PPG techniques: the Samsung Gear 2, FitBit Surge, Polar A360, 
Garmin Vivosmart HR+, and the Scosche Rhythm+. Measurements were taken at rest and at 
minutes 3, 4, and 5 of 5-minute walking and jogging sessions in both a free motion setting and 
on a treadmill. The comparison measure was the Polar T31 (Bouts et al., 2018, Montes & 
Navalta, 2019). The four-fold purpose of this investigation was to determine: 1) if the tested 
wearable technology devices are reliable at rest, 2) if the same devices would also be valid while 
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at rest, 3) if the tested wearable technology devices are reliable for heart rate measurements when 
free motion walking, free motion jogging, treadmill walking, and treadmill jogging and, 4) if the 
devices would also be valid during the same motions. 
Our first two hypotheses were that all five devices would be both reliable and valid when 
recording resting heart rate before all walking or jogging periods. Because there were no 
physical motions such as arm swing or individual gait mechanics to affect device placement or 
physiological hindrances such as sweat on the skin, our assumption was that all devices would 
have a solid, stationary connection for their LED measuring method. All five devices did provide 
acceptable results for reliability and validity resting heart rate values (Table 2.2). This 
corresponds to PPG research previously performed with participants in a stationary positions 
(Hänsel, Poguntke, Haddadi, Alomainy, & Schmidt, 2018) and while resting (Montes & Navalta, 
2019). 
Our last two hypotheses were that all five devices would be both reliable and valid when 
recording heart rate while walking or jogging in a free motion setting and on a treadmill. The 
Scosche Rhythm+ (Table 2.7) and the Garmin Vivosmart HR+ (Table 2.6) were observed to be 
reliable, valid, and to have acceptable mean absolute percent errors values across all the tested 
situations. These two devices were the best of the five tested with the Scosche Rhythm+ being 
the overall better of the two for the most acceptable measurements. The next to be acceptable in 
values was the Polar A360 (Table 2.5). It was observed to be reliable, valid, and have acceptable 
mean absolute percent errors values for the free motion walk and both treadmill activities. 
However, for free motion jogging, the ICC was low (0.58) and while the p-value was significant, 
the (r) was below the acceptable value (0.64). Following the Polar A360 in acceptability was the 
FitBit Surge (Table 2.4). Both treadmill activities were observed to be reliable, valid, and to have 
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acceptable mean absolute percent errors values across all the tested situations. However, of the 
free motion activities, only the free motion jog had a significant ICC (0.79) vs the free motion 
walk (0.65). Both had significant p-values but low (r) values (0.53 and 0.57 respectively). Last 
was the Samsung Gear 2 (Table 2.3). It had non-significant ICC values for both free motion 
activities and the treadmill walk. Only the treadmill jog was reliable (0.71). While all four 
conditions had significant p-values, the (r) values were below the acceptable level. (0.42 – 0.61). 
In addition, the treadmill mean absolute percent error values were <5% (treadmill walk, 9.51% 
and treadmill jog, 6.67%).  
As stated, the use of PPG to measure heart rate has not been fully validated (Georgiou et 
al., 2018; Stahl et al., 2016). While the ECG and the Polar T31 measure electrical activity to 
determine heart rate, PPG uses a physical measurement via LED light to measure contraction and 
dilation of subcutaneous blood vessels (Maeda et al., 2011). This usage of PPG  has been shown 
to be a reliable function while stationary (Castaneda, Esparza, Ghamari, Soltanpur, & Nazeran, 
2018, Montes & Navalta, 2019). However, its use during an activity causes movement induced 
artifact that results in inaccurate readings. PPG requires a flat bodily surface with populous 
microvascular arrays of blood vessels in order to operate efficiently. Walking and jogging may 
cause a device to shift on the arm resulting in a new location that does not have sufficient 
subcutaneous blood vessel quantities or by changing the angle between the device and the skin 
(Slapnicar & Lustrek, 2018; Wood & Asada, 2006). While every effort was made to properly fit 
and ensure the stability of the devices on each participant, arm swing and natural vertical 
displacement while walking/ jogging may have created issues with any solid connections. 
Secondly, motion induced blood flow in exercising muscles has also been shown to affect the 
PPG readings (Slapnicar & Lustrek, 2018). Because PPG calculates mechanical fluctuations of 
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flow in blood vessels, an increase in blood flow may cause pulsations in normally non-pulsatile 
tissue, which has been shown to interfere with true measurements (Harvey, Salehizadeh, 
Mendelson, & Chon, 2018; Zhang, Xie, Wang, & Wang, 2018). Lastly, because PPG  measures 
heart rate based on pressure pulse waves resulting from heart contractions, measurements can be 
affected by the distance the pressure pulse traveled, abnormal blood vessels properties that 
impact pulse propagation, contractional strength of the heart (Ram, Madhav, Krisshna, Komalla, 
& Reddy, 2012) and the temperature of the skin (Jeong, Yoon, Kang, & Yeom, 2014).  
 The Consumer Technology Association has published recommendations on validating 
heart rate measures for wearable technology devices during activities such as walking, jogging, 
or cycling. The minimum heart rate interval they recommend for analysis is five seconds or less 
(Consumer Technology Association, 2018). To do this would require specific software and 
computer equipment to capture heart rate values. This may represent a financial cost that may not 
be feasible for all. However, these are only recommendations and not industry standards that 
have been accepted by the wearable technology field. Our study recorded and analyzed the heart 
rate averaged from minutes 3, 4, and 5 of each activity. This gave one value the represented a 
steady state heart rate measurement. Previous wearable technology validation studies have used 
heart rate values measured before increases of exercise intensity from one 2-minute stage to 
another (Boudreaux et al., 2018), at the end of 5-minute stages (Bouts et al., 2018), and from a 
compilation of measurements taken at each minute of a testing stage (Tanner et al., 2016).  
 The strengths of this study included: 1) a sensible sample size, 2) a variety of PPG based 
portable heart rate monitors, one of which was not placed in the normal wrist position, and 3) 
evaluation of two activity motions in two different environments. All due process was done to 
ensure a proper fit of the devices before and during any movement. This direct monitoring 
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provided the best opportunity for all tested wearable technology trackers to operate as intended. 
The results of this study adds to the existing literature on PPG heart rate monitoring. However, it 
does have limitations. The participants were healthy males (18–44 yrs.) and females (18-54 yrs.), 
most of whom were physically active and within normal ranges of body weight and body 
composition. Application of these results to those younger or older than those recruited or for 
individuals of other body sizes cannot be made with confidence. While this study utilized low 
intensity walking and jogging on a flat outside surface or treadmill, high intensity motion or 
participation in environments with uneven ground or those that require high energy output may 
have different results. Device displacement due to arm motion or sweat on the PPG sensor could 
be potential issues that may arise.  Because this was a controlled study, the generalization of 
these results to potential every day daily activities must be made with care.   
The measuring of heart rate while performing every day activities or exercise is an 
important feature for many wearable technology devices. Because the use of PPG technology is 
inexpensive, portable, and convenient to use when compared to an ECG, it is currently the 
preferred method for heart rate measurements (Sviridova & Sakai, 2015). However, the use of 
PPG based devices for this purpose can be difficult due to inaccuracies caused by a wearer’s 
movement. This study gave no conclusive evidence that the use of PPG for exercise heart rate 
monitoring was either acceptable or not based on the mixed results that were obtained from the 
five devices tested. Individually calculated results should be confined to the actual device and 
not to PPG as a whole. What was unexpected was the above average results for the Scosche 
Rhythm+, forearm-based heart rate monitor. While the most common areas for PPG usage are 
the wrist, fingertip, forehead, and earlobe (Castaneda et al., 2018), the placement of the Scosche 
Rhythm+ on the upper forearm was not the norm. However, these acceptable results were 
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aligned with previous research that also presented evidence that devices worn on the upper arm 
were shown to be more reliable and valid than those placed elsewhere on the body. This 
anatomical position appears to reduce motion artifact compared to those worn on the peripheral 
part of the arm (Maeda, Sekine, & Tamura, 2010). Anecdotally, many participants in this study 
were familiar with many varieties of wrist and chest worn monitoring devices and commented on 
the Scosche Rhythm+’s placement on the forearm as comfortable and non-intrusive.  
 In conclusion, the five tested devices all returned highly acceptable reliability and 
validity results for heart rate while the wearer was at rest and not moving. Persons with 
conditions such as being bedridden, immobility due to injury, or being in a sedentary 
environment such as an office or fixed setting can use these devices with confidence. However, 
the results were not conclusive when the devices were worn while the wearer was in motion. The 
one device that was exceptional in its recording of heart rate under all conditions was the 
Scosche Rhythm+. Being that it was worn on the upper arm below the elbow, it was unobtrusive 
and convenient to wear. These factors plus its highly acceptable results make it the preferred 
device to use for heart rate recordings in future studies. The one negative factor regarding the 
Scosche Rhythm+ is that it does not have a display on the device itself. It requires a smart phone 
or tablet to monitor heart rate. This trait may make it unattractive to athletes or those who need to 
monitor heart rate in real time. But, this lack of device display may not be as much of a 
hinderance to researchers looking to measure heart rate while observing a participant in a study. 
In contrast, the Samsung Gear 2 had the most unacceptable results. For the most part, being 
unreliable and thus, not being valid as a consequence. 
The use of PPG during movement and the associated motion induced artifact are topics 
that many high-tech companies are trying to resolve. Our study was limited to the recording of 
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heart rate. However, PPG accuracy is also currently being evaluated for heart rate variability, 
respiratory rate, peripheral capillary oxygen saturation (SpO2), and arterial stiffness 
measurements (Castaneda et al., 2018; Harvey et al., 2018). Future research should consist of 
evaluating the devices in special populations such as obese persons or senior citizens. These 
special populations have physiological features that may influence the accuracy of a wearable 
technology device due to the higher rates of the conditions listed above (Cheitilin, 2007; 
Melenovsky & Kass, 2005). Also, different temperature conditions will need to be researched to 
evaluate if heat or cold temperature variations effects the PPG measurements (Joeng et al., 
2014). 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
Step Count Reliability and Validity of Five Wearable Technology Devices While Walking and 
Jogging in both a Free Motion Setting and on a Treadmill 
 
Chapter Significance 
The use of devices such as a pedometer to count one’s daily steps has been around for 
centuries. However, with current advancements in technology, no longer are these devices 
required to be purely mechanical in nature. Electronic advancements in motion detection have 
allowed for daily step counters to be more convenient to wear. Concurrently, with the proven 
research that obtaining at least 10,000 steps a day can promote a healthy lifestyle, the use of 
wearable technology devices to count steps has risen greatly. Wearable devices are being 
produced and sold to the public and to commercial entities annually in large quantities with sales 
rates projected to increase yearly. It is important to evaluate these devices for how well they 
perform and report the results so that buyers can make an informed choice when investing and 
utilizing them. The use of a step counting device that is not accurate can lead to false 
expectations that can negatively affect the user’s ability to lose weight or to reach the healthy 
lifestyle they are seeking. 
This study evaluated the ability of five popular wearable technology devices to 
consistently and accurately detect and record step count measurements. Measurements were 
taken during four different activities: free motion walking, free motion jogging, treadmill 
walking, and treadmill jogging. Research in step counting is extensive, however most of it up to 
approximately 10 years ago only involved pedometers, not wearable technology. Because many 
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earlier pedometers are mechanical in nature, they can be affected by factors such as excessive 
tilting or body placement. The research into newer technology in wearable technology devices 
using electrical or magnetic mechanisms to measures steps is lacking and needs to be more 
firmly established. The portion of data collected and used for our analysis came from an 
overarching larger data collection study. The supplemental intent was help determine if two 
manual counters could be used as a criterion measure by which a device could be compared to 
for validity testing. 
 
Manuscript Note: 
This manuscript has been developed and written with my advisory committee: Richard 
Tandy, Jack Young, Szu-Ping Lee and James Navalta. It is currently under review in the 
International Journal of Exercise Science. 
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Abstract 
Wearable technology devices are used by millions of people who use daily step counts to 
promote healthy lifestyles. However, the accuracy of many of these devices has not been 
determined.  Purpose: Determine reliability and validity of the Samsung Gear 2, FitBit Surge, 
Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+, and the Leaf Health Tracker when walking and jogging in 
free motion and treadmill conditions. Test-retest reliability was determined via Intraclass 
Correlation (ICC). Validity was determined via a combination of Pearson’s Correlation 
Coefficient, mean absolute percent error (MAPE: free motion ≤10.0%, treadmill ≤5.00%), and 
Bland-Altman analysis (device bias and limits of agreement). Significance was set at p<0.05. 
Methods: Forty volunteers participated. The devices were worn simultaneously in randomized 
configurations. The mean of two manual steps counters was used as the comparison measure. 
Walking and jogging free motion and treadmill protocols of 5-minute intervals were completed. 
Results: The Garmin Vivosmart HR+ and Leaf Health Tracker were reliable, valid, and had 
acceptable MAPE values for all situations. The FitBit Surge had one unacceptable value 
(Treadmill walk: MAPE = 5.84%, The Samsung Gear 2 was not reliable or valid for free motion 
and treadmill walking. Also, treadmill walking MAPE was unacceptable (6.30%). The Polar 
A360 was reliable and valid only during treadmill jogging. MAPE for treadmill walking and 
jogging was unacceptable (9.58% and 7.75% respectively). Conclusion: Except for the Samsung 
Gear 2 and Polar A360, the wearable technology devices returned acceptable results for step 
counts while walking and jogging in different settings.  
 
Keywords: Step count, accuracy testing, inter-rater reliability, test-retest reliability, wearable 
technology 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Obesity rates in the United States are an important health issue. The Center for Disease 
Control and Prevention estimates that 39.8% of adults and 18.5% of youth are classified as obese 
with corresponding annual medical costs of $147 billion in 2008 US dollars (or $1,492 per 
person). It projects that only 30.8% of the population is at a healthy recommended weight  
(CDC). However, because obesity has been linked to increased risks of cardiovascular disease, 
stroke, myocardial infarction, and diabetes, this yearly financial cost may actually be as high as 
$320.1 billion (Mozaffarian et al., 2015). In order to combat this health affliction, reduce the 
associated financial burden, and promote healthy lifestyles, the government, through the Healthy 
People 2020 initiative, has targeted a 3.1% population increase for those whose weight is to be 
within appropriate healthy recommendations (CfHS, 2010). Achieving this goal requires various 
strategies to promote physical activity in the overweight/obese population to include 
cardiovascular, muscular, and daily activity movements to increase a daily healthy lifestyle.  
 A common objective for healthy living that is both easy to promote and understand is 
walking at least 10,000 steps every day. This idea of using a daily stepping goal has been 
employed for decades beginning with early pedometer manufacturers (Bassett Jr., Toth, 
LaMunion, & Crouter, 2017). Current research supports the monitoring of daily step counts and 
how it positively influences daily physical activity, health, and wellness levels (Tudor-Locke, 
Johnson, & Katzmarzyk, 2009). The American College of Sports Medicine recommends all 
persons do at least 30 minutes of moderate-intensity physical activity on at least 5 days a week. It 
has been estimated that the average U.S. adult takes approximately 6,500 steps per day. It has 
been shown that by taking an additional 3,500 steps that this increased activity level closely 
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fulfills the American College of Sports Medicine’s recommended daily activity requirement 
(Choi, Pak, Choi, & Choi, 2007). Furthermore, scientific literature has provided evidence that 
taking 10,000 steps per day may allow for persons to “burn” up to 20% of their daily caloric 
requirement (Hatano, 1993). However, while 10,000 steps a day has been shown to provide 
general health benefits, 15,000 steps a day may be necessary to decrease the risk of more serious 
conditions such as cardiovascular disease (Tigbe, Granat, Sattar, & Lean, 2017). Regardless, 
daily step counts can be viewed as a key component in maintaining health and helping prevent 
metabolic diseases.  
 Wearable technology has been rated the top fitness trend for the past two years (Statista, 
2018a; Thompson, 2015, 2016) and based on forecasted financial trends, its use is expected to 
grow every year for the near future (Statista, 2018b). Recent investigations have tested step count 
wearable technology in the laboratory (Chen, Kuo, Pellegrini, & Hsu, 2016; Fokkema, Kooiman, 
Krijnen, Van Der Schans, & Groot, 2017) and during flat ground walking and/or stair climbing 
(An, Jones, Kang, Welk, & Lee, 2017; Huang, Xu, Yu, & Shull, 2016) with varying results of 
accuracy. However, none to our knowledge have evaluated the same wearable technology device 
in both a laboratory and free motion setting while performing basic movements such as walking 
and jogging. The common belief among researchers is that wearable technology is more accurate 
in a controlled setting such as on a treadmill (Huang et al., 2016). However, the need to evaluate 
the accuracy of these devices in both a free motion and treadmill settings is important. While 
some people can exercise outside in a free motion setting, some prefer to be inside on a treadmill 
due to convenience, because of extreme outdoor weather conditions, or environmental concerns 
such as air pollution levels. Also, because of the proprietary algorithms used by each device to 
detect what criteria registers as a step, it is necessary to evaluate each with similar protocols in 
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order to provide feedback as to whether the utilized measuring method is performing as expected 
in common situations.  
 There are guidelines that have been suggested by the Consumer Technology Association 
for validating wearable technology step count measurements. These guidelines suggest that video 
recordings be made of any activity performed with two reviewers independently watching the 
video at a later time and producing identical manual step counts (Consumer Techology 
Association, 2016). In a free motion setting, this would be difficult and unfeasible in certain 
settings due to the potential for visual obstructions, interference from the public, or the lack of 
portable recording equipment. 
The purpose of this research is threefold: 1) to determine if the tested wearables are 
reliable for step count measurements when free motion walking, free motion jogging, treadmill 
walking, and treadmill jogging, 2) to determine if the devices would also be valid in the same 
conditions, and 3) to determine the inter-rater reliability and standard error of difference of visual 
step counts by two independent counters. Based on our previous investigations utilizing wearable 
technology (Montes et al., 2015; Montes, Young, Tandy, & Navalta, 2017, 2018; Navalta et al., 
2018), it was hypothesized that all five wearable technology devices would be reliable and valid 
under all four conditions. It was also hypothesized that manually obtained step counts from the 
two independent evaluators would return acceptable inter-rater reliability values. 
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METHODS 
 
Participants 
Forty healthy (identified as low risk according to the ACSM pre-participation screening 
questionnaire) participants aged 25.09±7.17 years (twenty males and twenty females) 
volunteered for this investigation (descriptive characteristics are provided in Table 1.). 
Participants filled out an informed consent form that was approved by the UNLV Biomedical 
Institutional Review Board (#885569-3). 
 
Table 3.1. Participants characteristics. Means ± SD presented. 
 Age (yrs) Height (cm) Mass (kg) BMI (m/kg2) 
All participants (N=40) 25.09±7.17 169.64±11.18 77.19±19.2 26.43±5.19 
BMI = Body Mass Index 
 
Devices 
The five wearable technology devices investigated consisted of four that are worn on the 
wrist: Samsung Gear 2, FitBit Surge, Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+, and one worn on the 
waist: Leaf Health Tracker. Immediately prior to testing, the participants age, sex, height, 
weight, and where the device was being worn were programmed into the device. The device was 
synchronized, and the appropriate “activity” mode, if available, was selected. The mean of two 
manual step counts using a hand-held tally counter (Horsky, New York, NY) was used as the 
comparison measurement. All devices use proprietary algorithms to determine what constitutes a 
step for counting purposes. 
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The Samsung Gear 2 (Samsung Electro-Mechanics, Seoul, South Korea) is a wrist-worn 
smartwatch. Sensors include an accelerometer, gyroscope, and heart rate monitor. 
The Fitbit Surge (Fitbit Inc, San Francisco, CA) is a fitness super wrist-watch that utilizes 
GPS tracking to determine distance and pace. Sensors and components include 3-axis 
accelerometers, digital compass, optical heart rate monitor, altimeter, ambient light sensor, and 
vibration motor.  
The Polar A360 (Polar Electro, Kempele, Finland) is a wrist-worn fitness tracker that has 
a proprietary optical heart rate module. No other specifications are given.  
The Garmin Vivosmart HR+ (Garmin Ltd, Canton of Schaffhausen, Switzerland) is smart 
activity tracker with wrist-based heart rate as well as GPS. Sensors include a barometric 
altimeter and accelerometer.  
 Leaf Health Tracker (Bellabeat, San Fransisco, CA): Sensors include a 3-axis 
accelerometer and vibration motor.  
 
Protocol 
Data for this study was completed concurrently during a collection period that has been 
recently published (Montes & Navalta, 2019). The protocol has been repeated here for the 
convenience of the reader. In the week prior to testing, participants provided anthropometric 
data. Age in years was self-reported, height (cm) was measured with a Health-o-meter wall 
mounted height rod (Pelstar LLC/Health-o-meter, McCook, IL), mass (kg) and Body Mass Index 
(BMI) was provided by a hand-and-foot bioelectric impedance analyzer (seca mBCA 514 
Medical Body Composition Analyzer, Seca North America, Chino, CA).  
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On the first day of testing, participants were fitted with the Samsung Gear 2, FitBit Surge, 
Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+ and Leaf Health Tracker. They then proceeded to a long 
indoor hallway with cones spaced 200 feet apart. Participants sat for 5 minutes and then 
completed the first 5-minute self-paced free motion walk back and forth between the cones while 
step count was recorded by the two manual counters. After a 5-minute seated rest period, 
participants completed the first 5-minute self-paced free motion jog with step count again 
recorded by two manual counters. Participants then rested in a seated position for 10 minutes. 
They then performed a second self-paced 5-minute free motion walk and jog in the same manner 
as the first with step count recorded in the same manner. The two manual counters for all free-
motion walks and jogs were positioned near the center of the testing area but were separated so 
they could not view each other’s thumb motion nor hear the “clicking” from with the tally 
counter. This prevented any synchronized counting between the two. The manual counters were 
instructed not to follow or move with the participants to prevent influencing their 
walking/jogging speed. The distance traveled for both free motion walks and jogs was measured 
and the speed in miles per hour was calculated and rounded to the nearest 0.1.  
One to two days later at approximately the same time of day (±1 hour), the participants 
returned for treadmill-based walking and jogging. They were fitted with all the devices in the 
same manner and configuration as on day two. All treadmill activities were performed on a 
Trackmaster treadmill (Full Vision, Inc. Newton, KS). After a 5-minute seated rest period, they 
completed the first 5-minute treadmill walk at the speed calculated from the first free motion 
walk with step count recorded by the two manual counters. Following a 5-minute seated rest 
period, they completed the first 5-minute treadmill jog at the speed calculated from the first free 
motion jog with step count again recorded by the two manual counters. Participants rested in a 
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seated position for 10 minutes. They then performed a second 5-minute treadmill walk and jog 
with step count recorded in the same manner as the first treadmill activities. Speeds for the 
second treadmill walk and jog were calculated from the second free motion walk and jog. Speeds 
were replicated on the treadmill in order to normalize the distance a participant traveled in the 5-
minute testing intervals for both conditions. The grade for all treadmill testing was set to 0%. 
The two manual counters were positioned at opposite sides of the lab in order to prevent any 
synchronized “clicking”.  
 
Statistical Analysis 
IBM SPSS (IBM Statistics version 24.0, Armonk, NY) was used for all statistical 
analysis. Three outliers of ≥ ±3 standard deviations were removed from the analysis (participant 
#7 and #14, FitBit Surge, free motion jog: step count was not recorded properly at the end of 
both said activities. Participant #37, Samsung Gear 2, treadmill walk: device stopped counting 
and had to be re-synchronized to reset step counting function for next activity). Inter-rater 
reliability between the two manual counters (N=40), test-retest of the five devices (N=40), and 
validity testing (N=40) was calculated for free motion walking, free motion jogging, treadmill 
walking, and treadmill jogging. The first and second walks and first and second jogs for both the 
free motion and treadmill activities were compared to one another for reliability. Inter-rater and 
test-retest reliability were determined using Intraclass Correlation (ICC; Model 3, single rating) 
with an ICC ≥ 0.70 being acceptable (Baumgartner, Jackson, Mahar, & Rowe, 2007). The second 
walk and second jog for the free motion and treadmill activities were used for determining both 
the standard error of difference between the two manual counters and for validity testing. 
Validity was determined using 1) the mean of the two manual step counters and 2) the values 
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obtained from the wearable technology devices. Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) was used to 
determine criterion validity with the p-value set at <0.05 and the (r) set at ≥ 0.70. Secondly, 
mean absolute percentage error was calculated by the formula: absolute value of {([mean 
difference of device – comparison] * 100) / comparison mean}. Based on previous studies, an 
acceptable mean absolute percent score is ≤10% in free motion movement and ≤5% on a 
treadmill (Nelson, Kaminsky, Dickin, & Montoye, 2016; Schneider, Crouter, & Bassett, 2004; 
Tudor-Locke et al., 2006). Lastly, a Bland-Altman analysis was performed to help ascertain if 
the device had a high or low bias in its measurements. Because there are no current guidelines 
for what an acceptable limit of agreement value would be for a wearable technology device, our 
results were reported for potential future meta-analysis. Confidence intervals were set at 95%.  
 
Results 
Inter-rater Manual Step Count Reliability and Standard Error of Difference 
 Manually counted steps by two independent counters were determined to be sufficiently 
reliable for all four activities (N=40). The standard error of difference (SEd) between the two 
counters was also acceptable. Free motion walk, ICC=0.99, SEd=10 steps. Free motion jog, 
ICC=0.97, SEd =9 steps. Treadmill walk, ICC=0.99, SEd=10 steps. Treadmill jog, ICC=0.99, 
SEd=12 steps. 
 
Device Reliability and Validity 
The Samsung Gear 2 returned significant ICC, p, and (r) values for both jogging 
activities. However, for both walking activities, while the p -value was significant, the ICC and 
(r) values were not. Both free motion activities had acceptable mean absolute percent errors 
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(MAPE) of ≤10.0% and the treadmill jogging was ≤5%. Treadmill walking had one outlier 
removed. While treadmill walking returned a significant p-value, the ICC and (r) values were 
not. Also, the MAPE for treadmill walking was unacceptable at >5%. Bland-Altman plots 
suggest that it underestimates step count measurements during all activities (Table 3.2, Figures 
3.1A.-3.1D.). 
 
Table 3.2. Samsung Gear 2. Step Count test-retest and validity. * Indicates p<0.05. (#) indicates 
number of outliers removed. 
Reliability (N=40) Validity (N=40) 
 ICC 3,1 r MAPE (%) Bias (steps) LoA (steps) 
Free Motion Walk (1) 0.57 0.68* 4.09 -24±35 -91 to 44 
Free Motion Jog 0.92 0.93* 1.08 -3±14 -31 to 24 
Treadmill Walk 0.49 0.54* 6.30 -33±44 -122 to 56 
Treadmill Jog 0.75 0.85* 2.58 -20±34 -87 to 47 
 
 
Figure 3.1A.      Figure 3.1B.        Figure 3.1C.         Figure 3.1D. 
 
Figures 3.1A. (Free Motion Walk), 3.1B. (Free Motion Jog), 3.1C. (Treadmill Walk), & 3.1D. 
(Treadmill Jog). Samsung Gear 2, Step Count, Bland-Altman plots. 
 
The FitBit Surge returned significant ICC, p, and (r) values for all four activities. Two 
outliers were removed from the free motion jog analysis. While the mean absolute percent error 
(MAPE) was acceptable at ≤10.0% for both free motion activities and ≤5% level for the 
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treadmill jog, the treadmill walk MAPE was unacceptable being slightly higher than 5%. Bland-
Altman plots suggest that it underestimates step count measurements for all activities with the 
walking activities being noticeably higher than the jogging (Table 3.3, Figures 3.2A.-3.2D.). 
 
Table 3.3. FitBit Surge. Step Count test-retest and validity. * Indicates p<0.05. (#) indicates 
number of outliers removed. 
Reliability (N=40) Validity (N=40) 
 ICC 3,1 r MAPE (%) Bias (steps) LoA (steps) 
Free Motion Walk  0.86 0.83* 4.84 -27±24 -74 to 19 
Free Motion Jog (2) 0.90 0.92* 1.42 -1±16 -32 to 29 
Treadmill Walk  0.76 0.75* 5.84 -29±38 -103 to 46 
Treadmill Jog 0.84 0.94* 1.45 -2±9 -39 to 35 
 
 
Figure 3.2A.      Figure 3.2B.       Figure 3.2C.          Figure 3.2D. 
 
 
 
 
Figures 3.2A. (Free Motion Walk), 3.2B. (Free Motion Jog), 3.2C. (Treadmill Walk), & 3.2D. 
(Treadmill Jog). FitBit Surge, Step Count, Bland-Altman plots. 
 
The Polar A360 returned significant ICC, p, and (r) values only for treadmill jogging. For 
both free motion activities and treadmill walking, while the p-value was significant, the ICC and 
(r) values were not. Both free motion activities had acceptable mean absolute percent errors 
(MAPE) of ≤10.0% while both treadmill activities were unacceptable at >5%. Bland-Altman 
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plots suggest that it greatly underestimates step count measurements during all four activities 
(Table 3.4, Figures 3.3A.-3.3D.). 
 
Table 3.4. Polar A360. Step Count test-retest and validity. * Indicates p<0.05. 
Reliability (N=40) Validity (N=40) 
 ICC 3,1 r MAPE (%) Bias (steps) LoA (steps) 
Free Motion Walk  0.52 0.69* 6.58 -34±39 -110 to 41 
Free Motion Jog 0.44 0.46* 7.64 -62±48 -156 to 32 
Treadmill Walk 0.51 0.59* 9.58 -54±46 -145 to 38 
Treadmill Jog 0.78 0.74* 7.75 -61±42 -145 to 22 
 
 
Figure 3.3A.      Figure 3.3B.     Figure 3.3C.       Figure 3.3D. 
 
Figures 3.3A. (Free Motion Walk), 3.3B. (Free Motion Jog), 3.3C. (Treadmill Walk), & 3.3D. 
(Treadmill Jog). Polar A360, Step Count, Bland-Altman plots. 
 
The Garmin Vivosmart HR+ returned significant ICC, p, and (r) values for all four 
activities. The mean absolute percent error (MAPE) was acceptable for all with ≤10.0% for both 
free motion activities and ≤5% for both of those on the treadmill. Bland-Altman plots suggest 
that it minimally underestimates step count measurements during free motion and treadmill 
walking, and treadmill jogging. It minimally overestimates step counts when free motion jogging 
(Table 3.5, Figures 3.4A.-3.4D.).  
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Table 3.5. Garmin Vivosmart HR+. Step Count test-retest and validity. * Indicates p<0.05. 
Reliability (N=40) Validity (N=40) 
 ICC 3,1 r MAPE (%) Bias (steps) LoA (steps) 
Free Motion Walk  0.74 0.81* 2.47 -5±26 -56 to 46 
Free Motion Jog  0.82 0.87* 1.48 1±21 -41 to 44 
Treadmill Walk  0.87 0.98* 1.36 -2±10 -22 to 18 
Treadmill Jog 0.93 0.99* 0.56 -1±6 -13 to 11 
 
 
Figure 3.4A.      Figure 3.4B.       Figure 3.4C.          Figure 3.4D. 
 
 
 
 
Figures 3.4A. (Free Motion Walk), 3.4B. (Free Motion Jog), 3.4C. (Treadmill Walk), & 3.4D. 
(Treadmill Jog). Garmin Vivosmart HR+, Step Count, Bland-Altman plots. 
 
The Leaf Health Tracker returned significant ICC, p, and (r) values for all four activities. 
The mean absolute percent error (MAPE) was acceptable for all with a ≤10.0% for both free 
motion activities and ≤5% for both of those on the treadmill. Bland-Altman plots suggest that it 
minimally overestimates step count measurements for all activities (Table 3.6, Figures 3.5A.-
3.5D.).  
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Table 3.6. Leaf Health Tracker. Step Count test-retest and validity. * Indicates p<0.05. 
Reliability (N=40) Validity (N=40) 
 ICC 3,1 r MAPE (%) Bias (steps) LoA (steps) 
Free Motion Walk 0.72 0.75* 1.96 9±28 -47 to 65 
Free Motion Jog 0.86 0.85* 1.39 4±21 -37 to 46 
Treadmill Walk 0.72 0.76* 2.30 12±34 -56 to 179 
Treadmill Jog 0.93 0.99* 0.57 3±7 -11 to 17 
 
 
Figure 3.5A.     Figure 3.5B.             Figure 3.5C.         Figure 3.5D. 
 
 
 
 
Figures 3.5A. (Free Motion Walk), 3.5B. (Free Motion Jog), 3.5C. (Treadmill Walk), & 3.5D. 
(Treadmill Jog). Leaf Health Tracker, Step Count, Bland-Altman plots. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The current study investigated the accuracy of five wearable technology devices that 
recorded step counts during two common daily activities. Measurements were taken at the end of 
five-minute walk and jog intervals performed in both a free motion setting and on a treadmill. 
The comparison measure was the mean of steps recorded by two independent manual counters. 
The three-fold purpose of this investigation was to determine: 1) step count test-retest reliability 
of the wearable technology devices while walking and jogging in both a free motion and 
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treadmill setting, 2) validity of said wearable technology devices, and 3) evaluate the inter-
reliability of two independent manual counters.  
 Of the five devices tested, the Garmin Vivosmart HR+ (Table 3.5.) and Leaf Health 
Tracker (Table 3.6.) were observed to be reliable, valid, and have acceptable mean absolute 
percent errors values across all the tested situations. The FitBit Surge (Table 3.3.) had one 
unacceptable value (treadmill walking: mean absolute percent error = 5.84%). The Samsung 
Gear 2 (Table 3.2.) was observed to be reliable, valid, and have acceptable mean absolute 
percent errors values for free motion and treadmill walking only. While neither free motion and 
treadmill jogging were reliable or valid, treadmill walking also had an unacceptable mean 
absolute percent error (6.30%). The Polar A360 (Table 3.4.) was reliable and valid for treadmill 
jogging but had an unacceptable mean absolute percent error (7.75%). While all p-values were 
<0.05, for free motion walking and jogging, and treadmill walking, the ICC’s and (r)’s were low 
(0.44-0.52 and 0.46-0.69 respectively). Except for the Polar A360 and Samsung Gear 2, the 
wearable technology devices returned acceptable overall results for step counts while walking 
and jogging in the various tested settings. 
 Wearable technology devices have been tested for step count accuracy in laboratories (An 
et al., 2017; Montes et al., 2017, 2018), inside on a track or hallway (Floegel, Florez-Pregonero, 
Hekler, & Buman, 2017; Nelson et al., 2016), and on outside paved roads (Huang et al., 2016). 
To our knowledge, this is the first investigation to evaluate a wearable technology device for step 
count measures when walking and jogging in both a free motion setting and on a treadmill.  
 The Garmin Vivosmart HR+ has been evaluated four previous times that we are aware of 
with three being laboratory/treadmill based and one using a self-selected speed in an indoor 
hallway and on an outdoor path (Fokkema et al., 2017; Lamont, Daniel, Payne, & Brauer, 2018; 
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Smith & Powers, 2016; Wahl, Duking, Droszez, Wahl, & Mester, 2017). For the self-selected 
speed protocol when walking indoors and outdoors, it was shown to have a low mean absolute 
percent error for both (<3%). This was comparable to our study (≤ 2.47%). While this study had 
consistently high (r) values for all outdoor free motion walking (0.94-0.97), our study was lower 
for the same activity (0.74) (Lamont et al., 2018).  Laboratory studies found 1) Healthy 
participants running at two different speeds on a treadmill had mean absolute percent errors of  
<2% for both activities (Wahl et al., 2017), 2) When individually evaluated during one mile 
walks and one mile runs on a treadmill, the Garmin Vivosmart HR+ was not valid when walking 
at slower speeds but was valid when running at speeds >4.5 mph (Smith & Powers, 2016), 3) 
The Garmin Vivosmart HR+ exhibited increasing mean absolute percent errors as the walking 
speed increased on a treadmill (3.2 km•hr-1= 1% to 6.4 km•hr-1=9%). Our results showed a mean 
absolute percent error of 1.36% for treadmill walking (Table 3.5).  
 The FitBit Surge has been evaluated in four studies utilizing both a treadmill and in a free 
motion setting (Binsch, Wabeke, & Valk, 2016; Modave et al., 2017; Navalta et al., 2018; Wen, 
Zhang, Liu, & Lei, 2017). 1) When compared to an Apple Watch and the Microsoft Band, the 
FitBit Surge showed the most discrepancy when related to a comparison measurement for both 
treadmill walking and treadmill jogging at different speeds (Binsch et al., 2016). 2) During a 5-
day free motion/living study, numerous devices, including the FitBit Surge, were shown to have 
an ICC of 0.89. However, no comparison measure was reported (Wen et al., 2017). 3) In a study 
where participants walked 1,000 steps, the FitBit Surge underestimated step count for all age 
groups tested (Modave et al., 2017). This was in line with our study where the FitBit Surge 
appeared to underestimated step count for all four of our testing settings. 4) The FitBit Surge was 
shown to be valid while walking during trail hiking but that the accuracy worsened as the activity 
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become more intense (Navalta et al., 2018). Our results show that with one slightly high 
exception in the mean absolute percent error (5.84%), the FitBit Surge is both reliable and valid 
when walking or jogging (Table 3.3).  
 The Samsung Gear 2 was found to be evaluated in three studies (El-Amrawy & Nounou, 
2015; Modave et al., 2017; Navalta et al., 2018). 1) In a study where participants walked 200, 
500, and 1,000 steps, the Samsung Gear 2 overestimated steps in every trial (El-Amrawy & 
Nounou, 2015). 2) In a different study where participants only walked 1,000 steps, it 
underestimated steps for a 40-64 year old age group (Modave et al., 2017). Our study showed 
that the Samsung Gear 2 underestimated step count for all four situations tested. 3) Step count 
measured during a trail hiking and running study saw inconsistent results as the hiking ICC and 
running mean absolute percent error were accurate but hiking mean absolute percent error and 
running ICC were not (Navalta et al., 2018). Our study reported a large underestimation of step 
count measures in contrast to this study which reported the Samsung Gear 2 overestimated step 
count in all cases (Table 3.2). 
 The Polar A360 has only two known published studies (Bunn, Jones, Oliviera, & 
Webster, 2018; Navalta et al., 2018). 1) During a self-selected walking and running protocol on a 
treadmill at 1% grade, the Polar A360 underestimated the treadmill walking step count but had 
an acceptable mean absolute percent error (<5%). However, during treadmill running, step count 
underestimation increased with the mean absolute percent error increasing to well above 
acceptable levels (>10%). Our results indicated a large underestimation of step count for all four 
conditions with both the treadmill walk and jog having mean absolute percent errors above 5%. 
2) In contrast, trail running analysis revealed an overestimation of step count (Navalta et al., 
2018) (Table 3.4). 
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 Even though it has been mentioned in the literature (Balaam et al., 2017; Eatough, 
Shockley, & Yu, 2016; Silina & Haddadi, 2015), there is only one known study that has 
evaluated the Leaf Health Tracker (Navalta et al., 2018). During a trail running setting, it was 
shown to have an (r)=0.95 with a small underestimation of step count. Our results were similar in 
that the (r) values were acceptable for all activities. In contrast though, we saw an overestimation 
of step count for every condition (Table 3.6). 
 We are aware that there is abundant literature on the validation of wearable technology 
but very little on test-retest reliability. Systematic reviews have identified a pattern whereas 
researchers are simply validating wearable technology devices without determining reliability 
(Bunn, Navalta, et al., 2018; Evenson et al., 2015). It can be speculated this can be attributed to a 
sense of urgency by researchers to get information out to the public quickly. Because the field of 
wearable technology is rapidly evolving and expanding, by the time a product is tested and the 
results released, that product may already have been upgraded or replaced. Also, because 
recruiting and retaining participants for reliability purposes is more difficult and time consuming, 
investigators may not have the ability to do so. Either way, this incomplete analysis can be 
deceptive. Reliability, being a component of validity, means that without test-retest analysis, a 
wearable technology device cannot truly be considered as valid for accuracy purposes. We 
purposefully designed our study to account for this.  
 One of the purposes for this study was to determine if the mean of two independent 
manual counters could be a practical comparison measure when evaluating device step count 
values. The Consumer Technology Association has introduced guidelines for the validation of 
wearable technology devices. They recommend that participants be digitally recorded during the 
activity performed. Afterwards, two reviewers would independently watch the footage and 
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would need to produce identical step count values as the comparison measure. While somewhat 
reasonable in a laboratory or on a treadmill, this would be unfeasible in an outdoor or free 
motion setting. Camera use in these environments could be hindered by visual obscurements, 
possible changes in elevation and movement direction, and the interference of other persons as 
the participants moved through the testing area. The flexibility and mobility of two manual step 
counters would be more practical in most situations and would give instantaneous results as 
opposed to evaluating the data at a later point in time. Additionally, manual counters would not 
require an investment in equipment to record and watch the video later. This would save time 
and keep costs low. Finally, it can be argued that counting steps for a live participant would 
retain a counter’s attention more than having to sit in front of a monitor and watch a video. 
Video watching, while simple, can be boring and repetitious. These factors may result in the 
watchers miscounting due to being inattentive and therefore not reporting the exact same step 
counts as required. Manual step counts by a single counter (An et al., 2017; Fokkema et al., 
2017; Montes et al., 2017, 2018) and two counters (Floegel et al., 2017; Navalta et al., 2018) 
have already been used as a comparison measure. For the two previous studies that used dual 
manual counters, the inter-rater reliability was >0.99 for all protocols analyzed. We can add to 
the literature using two counters as our lowest inter-rater reliability value was 0.97 (free motion 
jogging) with all others being >0.99. The highest standard error of difference was 12 steps. 
 In summary, the purposes of this investigation were to determine step count reliability 
and validity of wearable technology devices in free motion and treadmill settings and to evaluate 
the inter-reliability of two manual counters as a basis for use as a comparison measure. We 
presented strong evidence that two independent manual counters have a high inter-reliability 
correlation. Two counters could reasonably be used as a sound methodology for step count 
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protocols as the comparison measure. We also found that overall, except for the Samsung Gear 2 
and the Polar A360, that the wearable technology devices tested were acceptable for use in daily 
step counts. 
 This study only evaluated step counts measured by the devices. While this is important 
for obtaining and maintaining a healthy lifestyle, it is not the only factor that needs to be 
addressed for these purposes. Future research should also examine the consistency and accuracy 
of wearable technology to estimate energy expenditure, or calorie consumption, as either a 
separate factor or in conjunction with step counts. For example, a device that over estimates both 
step count and estimated energy expenditure can create an unfortunate situation where the wearer 
will believe they are performing the recommended amount of daily physical activity and burning 
more calories than they really are. Users may not see the anticipated weight loss or physiological 
improvements over time that should correlate with the devices recorded values. This can cause 
frustration and demoralize them from continuing, causing them to stop due to no fault of their 
own. 
As the use of wearable technology devices becomes more prevalent for controlling 
obesity rates and promoting healthy lifestyles, their accuracy and consistency must be evaluated 
in as many real-life settings as possible. While we only evaluated four activity situations, the 
average person does far more than that in their daily life. Constraining our investigation to only 
these activities could be considered a limitation of this study. Motions such as using stairs to 
transverse floors in a building, bending and reaching motions, riding stationary and standard 
cycles, and the use of swimming pools or elliptical machines in a gym all present new movement 
patterns that will also require evaluation and incorporation into the measurement of daily activity 
levels.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
Heart Rate and Step Count Measurement Comparisons for Multiple Wearable Technology 
Devices During Free Motion and Treadmill Based Measurements 
 
Chapter Significance 
 Life is not limited to only a few activities such as walking or jogging as people conduct 
their daily lives. Most persons also sit for extended periods, climb steps, and transverse obstacles 
or obstructions as they move about their day. While many have the opportunity to exercise 
outside in the fresh air, many others must do so inside on a treadmill due factors such as 
neighborhood crime, air pollution levels, or the lack of a close facility such as a park. Because of 
the variety of activities that we perform daily, it is important to evaluate the measurements that 
wearable technology devices claim to record in as many of these situations as possible.  
Heart rate and daily step count are two values that are extensively used in order to 
monitor daily activity levels in order obtain a healthy lifestyle. All currently known research has 
only looked the validity of devices in minimal settings and/or during few specific motions. 
However, there is no known research that has directly compared any device’s heart rate or step 
count values between two or more conditions in order to determine if differences in the 
conditions require separate testing and evaluation.  
 This study evaluated recorded values taken for both heart rate and step count and 
compared them between two common conditions to see if there was a difference in measurement 
for the same device. Free motion walking was compared to treadmill walking and free motion 
jogging was compared to treadmill jogging. Because every device uses proprietary algorithms 
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and measurement techniques to record the values stated, it is important to determine if they are 
versatile under different conditions or if they are more accurate in some over others. 
 
Manuscript Note: 
This manuscript has been developed and written with my advisory committee: Richard 
Tandy, Jack Young, Szu-Ping Lee and James Navalta. It is currently under review in the 
International Journal of Kinesiology and Sports Science. 
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Abstract 
Wearable Technology Devices are used to promote physical activity. It is unknown 
whether different devices measure heart rate and step count consistently during walking or 
jogging in a free motion setting and on a treadmill. Purpose: To compare heart rate and step 
count values for the Samsung Gear 2, FitBit Surge, Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+, 
Scosche Rhythm+ and the Leaf Health Tracker in walking and jogging activities. Methods: Forty 
volunteers participated. Devices were worn simultaneously in randomized configurations. 5-
minute intervals of walking and jogging were completed in free motion and treadmill settings 
with matching paces. Heart rates at minutes 3, 4, and 5 were averaged for the devices along with 
the criterion measure, the Polar T31 monitor. Step count criterion measure was the mean of two 
manual counters. A 2x6 (environment vs device) repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni 
post-hoc was performed with significance set at p<0.05. Results: There was no significant 
interaction or any main effect for walking heart rate. Jogging heart rate saw significant main 
effects from both the environment and between the devices. Walking step count had a significant 
interaction between the devices and the environment. Jogging step count had a significant main 
effect between the devices. Conclusions: There may be some conditions such as heart rate 
measurements taken while walking or step count measurements taken while jogging/running that 
may only require treadmill-based validity testing. 
 
Keywords: Heart rate, step count, wearable technology, repeated measures 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 The use of wearable technology devices for obtaining, tracking, and maintaining a 
healthy life style is becoming more prevalent every year. The number of units sold globally has 
risen from approximately 23 million in 2014 to 124 million in 2018 (Statista, 2018a). In the same 
time period, revenue from sales has grown from $16.7 to $26.4 billion. It is estimated that by 
2022, sales will be in excess of $73 billion (Statista, 2018b). Because of the influx in types 
products that can be purchased (watches, bands, bras etc.), consumer interest (Stahl, An, Dinkel, 
Noble, & Lee, 2016), potential clinical usage (Georgiou et al., 2018; Kisilevsky & Brown, 2016), 
and the financial investment related to these devices (Coughlin & Stewart, 2016), validated 
research is required to ensure they are accurate and consistent under a variety of conditions.  
 One of the issues with wearable technology validation is a lack of standardized testing 
protocols (Bunn, Navalta, Fountaine, & Reece, 2018). While specific protocols have been 
proposed by the Consumer Technology Association for validating heart rate (Consumer 
Technology Association, 2018) and step count measurements (Consumer Technology 
Association, 2016), these guidelines have not been officially recognized as the standards by 
which devices should be tested. Consequentially, researchers have used a variety of 
methodologies to establish device validity. For heart rate, protocols involving resistance training 
and cycling (Boudreaux et al., 2018), treadmill walking (Montes, Young, Tandy, & Navalta, 
2018), separately evaluated indoor and outdoor free motion walking (Lamont, Daniel, Payne, & 
Brauer, 2018), and measurements taken while seated, supine, during treadmill walking and 
running, and when cycling (Wallen, Gomersall, Keating, Wisloff, & Coombes, 2016) have been 
utilized. For step count, protocols have looked at values compared to a predetermined number of 
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steps (El-Amrawy & Nounou, 2015), steps taken in a predetermined distance (Floegel, Florez-
Pregonero, Hekler, & Buman, 2017), values from walking up and down stairs (Huang, Xu, Yu, 
& Shull, 2016), and treadmill walking (Montes, Young, Tandy, & Navalta, 2017). As presented, 
a variety of activities and settings have been used. A targeted review of previous research shows 
free motion walking and jogging and treadmill walking and jogging to be the most commonly 
used testing protocols.  
 One of the questions that has been insufficiently addressed is whether there is a 
difference between values measured during free motion and treadmill-based activities. Most 
current validity testing utilizes a treadmill under laboratory conditions (Dondzila, Lewis, Lopez, 
& Parker, 2018). This mode represents a convenient way to administer the test for both 
researchers and participants, allows for the control of the testing environment, and does not 
require approval from non-institution-based entities to use off campus facilities (i.e. City and 
National Parks, Bureau of Land Management etc.). However, the generalization of results from a 
treadmill or laboratory to a free motion setting may not be practical (Kooiman et al., 2015). In a 
free motion setting a participant’s speed and intensity can decrease towards the end of a protocol 
due to fatigue, changes in course direction and elevation can affect values, natural obstacles or 
other people can interfere, and both the free motion and/or treadmill-laboratory testing may 
cause anxiety or discomfort for some depending on the setting involved.  
The purpose of this research is: 1) to determine if there is a significant interaction 
between the testing environment and the devices for both heart rate and step count measurements 
when free motion walking is compared to treadmill walking and when free motion jogging is 
compared to treadmill jogging. If there is no significant interaction, 2) to determine if there is a 
significant environment main effect for heart rate and step count measurements when free 
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motion walking is compared to treadmill walking and when free motion jogging is compared to 
treadmill jogging, and 3) to determine if there is a significant device main effect for heart rate 
and step count measurements when free motion walking is compared to treadmill walking and 
when free motion jogging is compared to treadmill jogging. To date, we are unaware of any 
research that has specifically looked at these comparisons. We hypothesized that: 1) there would 
be no significant interaction between the environment and the devices for heart rate and step 
count measurements when free motion and treadmill activities were compared to one another, 2) 
there would be no significant environment main effect, and 3) there would be no significant 
device main effect. 
 
METHODS 
 
Participants 
Forty healthy (identified as low risk according to the ACSM pre-participation screening 
questionnaire) participants aged 25.09±7.17 years (twenty males and twenty females) 
volunteered for this investigation (descriptive characteristics are provided in Table 4.1.). 
Participants filled out an informed consent form that was approved by the UNLV Biomedical 
Institutional Review Board (#885569-3). 
 
Table 4.1. Participants characteristics. Means ± SD presented. 
 Age (yrs) Height (cm) Mass (kg) BMI (m/kg2) 
All participants (N=40) 25.09±7.17 169.64±11.18 77.19±19.2 26.43±5.19 
BMI = Body Mass Index 
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Devices 
The six wearable technology devices investigated consisted of four that are worn on the 
wrist: the Samsung Gear 2, FitBit Surge, Polar A360, and the Garmin Vivosmart HR+, one worn 
on the waist: Leaf Health Tracker, and one is worn on the upper forearm: Scosche Rhythm+. 
Five of the devices measured heart rate: the Samsung Gear 2, FitBit Surge, Polar A360, Garmin 
Vivosmart HR+, and the Scosche Rhythm+. The chest mounted Polar T31 (Lake Success, NY) 
was used as the criterion measure for heart rate. Five of the devices measured step count: the 
Samsung Gear 2, FitBit Surge, Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+, and the Leaf Health 
Tracker. The average of two manual step counts using a hand-held tally counter (Horsky, New 
York, NY) was used as the criterion measurement for this measurement. Immediately prior to 
testing, the participants age, sex, height, weight, and where the device was being worn were 
programmed into each device. The device was synchronized, and the appropriate “activity” 
mode, if available, was selected. All devices that measured heart rate used proprietary green 
wavelength LED photoplethysmography. All devices that recorded step count used proprietary 
algorithms to determine what constitutes a step for counting purposes. 
The Samsung Gear 2 (Samsung Electro-Mechanics, Seoul, South Korea) is a wrist-worn 
smartwatch. Sensors include an accelerometer, gyroscope, and heart rate monitor. 
The Fitbit Surge (Fitbit Inc, San Francisco, CA) is a fitness super wrist-watch that utilizes 
GPS tracking to determine distance and pace. Sensors and components include 3-axis 
accelerometers, digital compass, optical heart rate monitor, altimeter, ambient light sensor, and 
vibration motor.  
The Polar A360 (Polar Electro, Kempele, Finland) is a wrist-worn fitness tracker that has 
a proprietary optical heart rate module. No other specifications are given.  
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The Garmin Vivosmart HR+ (Garmin Ltd, Canton of Schaffhausen, Switzerland) is smart 
activity tracker with wrist-based heart rate as well as GPS. Sensors include a barometric 
altimeter and accelerometer.  
The Rhythm+ (Scosche Industries, Oxnard, CA) is a forearm-based heart rate tracker that 
uses an optional green or yellow LED colored PPG sensor. Unlike the wrist-worn devices, it 
does not have a display window. It uses a third-party application downloaded to a smartphone or 
tablet to show HR measurements. This study used the MotiFIT application (version 1.3.4(56), 
Dieppe, New Brunswick, CANADA) on a Samsung Galaxy S8+ smartphone (Samsung, 
Ridgefield Park, NJ).  
 Leaf Health Tracker (LF; Bellabeat, San Fransisco, CA): Sensors include a 3-axis 
accelerometer and vibration motor.  
 
Protocol 
Data for this study was completed concurrently during a collection period that has been 
recently published (Montes & Navalta, 2019). The protocol has been repeated here for the 
convenience of the reader. In the week prior to testing, participants provided anthropometric 
data. Age in years was self-reported, height (cm) was measured with a Health-o-meter wall 
mounted height rod (Pelstar LLC/Health-o-meter, McCook, IL), mass (kg) and Body Mass Index 
(BMI) was provided by a hand-and-foot bioelectric impedance analyzer (seca mBCA 514 
Medical Body Composition Analyzer, Seca North America, Chino, CA).  
On the first day of testing, participants were fitted with the Samsung Gear 2, FitBit Surge, 
Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+, Scosche Rhythm+ and Leaf Health TrackerThey then 
proceeded to a long indoor hallway with cones spaced 200 feet apart. Participants sat for 5 
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minutes and then completed the first 5-minute self-paced free motion walk back and forth 
between the cones. Participant heart rate was recorded for minutes 3, 4, and 5 while step count 
was recorded by the two manual counters. After a 5-minute seated rest period, participants 
completed the first 5-minute self-paced free motion jog. Heart rate for minutes 3, 4, and 5 and 
the step count by two manual counters were again recorded. Participants then rested in a seated 
position for 10 minutes. They then performed a second self-paced 5-minute free motion walk and 
jog in the same manner as the first with heart rate and step count recorded in the same manner. 
The two manual counters for all free-motion walks and jogs were positioned near the center of 
the testing area but were separated so they could not view each other’s thumb motion nor hear 
the “clicking” from the tally counter. This prevented any synchronized counting between the 
two. The manual counters were instructed not to follow or move with the participants to prevent 
influencing their walking/jogging speed. The distance traveled for both free motion walks and 
jogs was measured and the speed in miles per hour was calculated and rounded to the nearest 0.1.  
One to two days later at approximately the same time of day (±1 hour), the participants 
returned for treadmill-based walking and jogging. They were fitted with all the devices in the 
same manner and configuration as on day two. All treadmill activities were performed on a 
Trackmaster treadmill (Full Vision, Inc. Newton, KS). After a 5-minute seated rest period, they 
completed the first 5-minute treadmill walk at the speed calculated from the first free motion 
walk. Participant heart rate was recorded for minutes 3, 4, and 5 with the step count recorded by 
the two manual counters. Following a 5-minute seated rest period, they completed the first 5-
minute treadmill jog at the speed calculated from the first free motion jog.  Heart rate for minutes 
3, 4, and 5 and the step count by two manual counters was again recorded. Participants rested in 
a seated position for 10 minutes. They then performed a second 5-minute treadmill walk and jog 
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with the heart rate and step count recorded in the same manner as the first treadmill activities. 
Speeds for the second treadmill walk and jog were calculated from the second free motion walk 
and jog. Speeds were replicated on the treadmill in order to normalize the distance a participant 
traveled in the 5-minute testing intervals for both conditions. The grade for all treadmill testing 
was set to 0%. The two manual counters were positioned at opposite sides of the lab in order to 
prevent any synchronized “clicking”.  
 
Statistical Analysis 
 IBM SPSS (IBM Statistics version 24.0, Armonk, NY) was used for all statistical 
analysis. Heart rate values for minutes 3, 4, and 5 were averaged together to give one value that 
represented a steady state heart rate for each device’s measurement. The mean of two manual 
step counters was used for step count. Three outliers of ≥ ±3 standard deviations were removed 
from the step count analysis (participant #7 and #14, FitBit Surge, free motion jog: step count 
was not recorded properly at the end of both said activities. Participant #37, Samsung Gear 2, 
treadmill walk: device stopped counting and had to be re-synchronized to reset step counting 
function for next activity). A 2x6 repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analyses 
was performed using two conditions, 1) the free motion and treadmill environment and 2) the six 
device measurements that included the five tested wearable technology devices and the criterion 
measure value. Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity was performed with the Huynh-Feldt adjustment 
used as the correction factor when required. Significance was set at <0.05. 
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 Results 
 For heart rate measurements compared between free motion and treadmill walking, there 
was no significant interaction between the environment and the wearable technology devices, 
F(2.81, 109.49)=0.95, p=0.416, no significant environment main effect, F(1, 39)=0.46, p=0.502, 
and no significant device main effect, F(2.36, 91.86)=1.64, p=0.195 (Figure 4.1A.). 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1A. Comparison of steady state heart rate average between free motion and treadmill 
walking. Standard error indicated by error bars. Polar T31=T31, Samsung Gear 2=SG2, FitBit 
Surge=FB, Polar A360=P360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+=VS, Scosche Rhythm+ = RHY. 
 
For heart rate measurements that were compared between free motion and treadmill 
jogging, there was no significant interaction between the environment and the wearable 
technology devices, F(3.58, 139.79)=2.04, p=0.099. Both the environment and device main 
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effects were significant, F(1, 39)=6.91, p=0.012 and F(3.85, 150.27)=9.53, p<0.001 respectively. 
The Samsung Gear 2 (p=0.007), FitBit Surge (p=0.016), and the Polar A360 (p=0.017) all had 
significantly lower mean heart rates compared to the Polar T31 (Figure 4.1B.). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure 4.1B. Comparison of steady state heart rate average between free motion and treadmill 
jogging. Standard error indicated by error bars. * Indicates a significant difference (p<0.05) 
between the device’s free motion and treadmill values. @ Indicates a significant mean difference 
(p<0.05) between the device and the criterion measure. Polar T31=T31, Samsung Gear 2=SG2, 
FitBit Surge=FB, Polar A360=P360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+=VS, Scosche Rhythm+ = RHY. 
 
For step count measurements compared between free motion and treadmill walking, there 
was a significant interaction between the environment and the wearable technology devices: 
F(3.86, 146.57)=2.65, p=0.037. Simple effect analysis indicated that the interaction was due to 
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the effect of one device in the laboratory environment. The Polar A360 returned a significantly 
greater step count during free motion walking over treadmill walking (p=0.020).  Simple effect 
analysis also provided evidence that the Samsung Gear 2 (p<0.001), FitBit Surge (p<0.001), and 
the Polar A360 (p<0.001) returned significantly lower step counts compared to the manual 
counters (Figure 4.2A.). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2A. Comparison of step counts between free motion and treadmill walking. Standard 
error indicated by error bars. * Indicates a significant difference (p<0.05) between the device free 
motion and treadmill values. @ Indicates a significant mean difference (p<0.05) between the 
device and the criterion measure. Manual Count=MC, Samsung Gear 2=SG2, FitBit Surge=FB, 
Polar A360=P360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+=VS, Leaf Health Tracker=LF. 
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For step count measurements compared between free motion and treadmill jogging, there 
was no significant interaction between the environment and the wearable technology devices,  
F(3.14, 116.18)=2.10, p=0.054 and no significant environment main effect, F(1, 37)=1.92, 
p=0.174. There was a significant device main effect F(1.90, 70.15)=63.12, p<0.001. The 
Samsung Gear 2 (p=0.007) and the Polar A360 (p<0.001) both had significantly lower step count 
measurements than the manual counters. (Figure 4.2B.). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2B. Comparison of step counts between free motion and treadmill jogging. Standard 
error indicated by error bars. @ Indicates a significant mean difference (p<0.05) between the 
device and the criterion measure. Manual Count=MC, Samsung Gear 2=SG2, FitBit Surge=FB, 
Polar A360=P360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+=VS, Leaf Health Tracker=LF. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
The aim of the current study was to evaluate any potential differences between free 
motion and treadmill environments during walking and jogging for heart rate and step count 
measurements. We hypothesized that: 1) there would be no significant interaction between the 
environment and the devices for heart rate and step count measurements when free motion and 
treadmill activities were compared to one another, 2) there would be no significant device main 
effect, and 3) there would be no significant environment main effect. To our knowledge, no 
previous research on wearable technology devices has evaluated these comparisons 
simultaneously.  
 
Heart Rate 
Heart rate while walking produced no significant interactions or main effects. For the 
comparison between free motion and treadmill walking, all the tested devices along with the 
Polar T31 measured heart rate with statistically similar values. While heart rate measurements 
during jogging had no significant interaction between the devices and the environment, there 
were significant main effects due to the environment and significant main effects between the 
device heart rate values and the Polar T31 criterion measure. 
Heart rate values are instantaneous measurements. The primary influence on their value 
is the intensity of the activity being performed. We extrapolated the treadmill walking and 
jogging speeds from the corresponding free motion walking and jogging activities. In theory, the 
effort exerted along with the corresponding heart rates should have been similar for both 
movements in both settings This was the case for the walking activities (Figure 4.1A.). 
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However, for the jogging activities there were noticeable differences. While treadmill 
speeds remain constant, free motion speeds can vary depending on the length of the protocol and 
the fitness level of the participant. Both factors could create a scenario in which the tested 
individual begins a free motion jogging protocol in a rapid manner but later decrease in speed 
due to fatigue as they adjust their speed according to the exertion level. When jogging fatigued 
on a treadmill, participants would be expected to expend more effort to maintain the constant rate 
of speed required later in a protocol due to the inability to slow down. This inability to slow 
down on a treadmill, especially at higher speeds, should hypothetically force an increase in 
exertion, and thus higher heart rates. However, our research offered evidence of the opposite. 
Overall, the wearable technology devices registered higher heart rate measurements when 
jogging in a free motion setting than when on a treadmill. The Polar T31, Garmin Vivosmart 
HR+ and Scosche Rhythm+, all had significantly higher values during free motion jogging. The 
Samsung Gear 2, Fitbit Surge, and the Polar A360 showed a trend toward increased heart rate in the free 
motion setting, but the measures were not significant. (Figure 4.1B.). Thus, it would be logical to 
conclude that there are indeed factors related to the setting that influence this outcome regarding 
heart rate differences. 
With regard to the devices themselves, the Polar T31, unlike the 5 other tested devices, 
uses its location on the sternum to detect electrical impulses during cardiac contractions to 
measure heart rate ("How does a Polar Training Computer measure heart rate?," 2018). The 
tested wearable technology devices all employ photoplethysmography (PPG). PPG uses LED 
light that is projected into the underlying skin surface. The transmitted and reflected light is used 
to measure the expansion and contraction of near surface blood vessels as they are impacted by 
pressure waves from a contracting heart (Maeda, Seaman, & Tamura, 2010). However, the 
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wavelength emitted by an LED light can vary greatly (Maeda, Sekine, & Tamura, 2011). Each 
device utilizes its own proprietary measuring technique that comprises of not only proprietary 
LED wavelengths but also proprietary algorithms. As a result, it may be that the Scosche 
Rhythm+ and the Garmin Vivosmart HR+ are determining heart rate measurements with either 
an appropriate wavelength and/or more precise algorithm.  
Another factor to explain increased heart rate during free motion compared to treadmill 
activity may be that the moving treadmill belt helps with motion, making the activity easier. 
Walking in general involves overcoming both gravity (vertical motion) and producing enough 
horizontal force to propel one’s body forward (horizontal motion). While the effect of gravity is 
relatively similar in either environment, a moving treadmill belt minimizes the force required to 
move horizontally which keeps exertion levels lower. Our study used a grade of 0% for all 
treadmill motion. Research has shown that a treadmill grade of approximately 1% induces an 
exertion equivalent to that of free motion (Jones & Doust, 1996). The self-selected jogging 
speed, 0% treadmill grade, and the moving belt appear to have been the stronger stimuli resulting 
in the lower treadmill heart rate measurements. When walking, heart rate values do not seem to 
be affected as this represents a relatively low intensity exercise. Jogging, however, can be 
classified as moderate to high intensity depending one’ fitness level which may have lead to 
more variation in the participant’s heart rate range (Figure 4.1B.) (Liguori, Dweyer, & Fitts, 
2014). While our protocol was only for 5-mintue intervals, this amount of time appears to have 
been enough for those in the study to show the effects due to the difference of the two motions.  
A psychological aspect that may have influenced the higher free motion jogging heart 
rate values may have been a result resembling the “white coat” effect that persons normally 
experience in a medical setting. The white coat effect is loosely defined as differences in heart 
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rate and blood pressure values when measured in a clinical setting or by medical personal versus 
when taken in a normal or relaxed environment (Pickering, Gerin, & Schwartz, 2002). The 
assumption being that the presence of a medical professional or a being in clinical setting creates 
anxiety in the participant, producing higher heart rate and blood pressure measurements than 
normal (Pickering et al., 2002). Briefly, the setting and the nervousness level of those measured 
may cause higher readings. In our study, all participants began their testing in a free motion 
setting that was performed in public. The combination of a public setting and being unfamiliar 
with the protocol while being observed by the researchers may have contributed to the higher 
free motion jogging heart rates. Because the treadmill activities were performed one to two days 
later in a laboratory, the participants were familiarized with the protocol and out of view of the 
public. Both factors may have reduced any nervousness related to the protocol and lowered heart 
rate as a result. It must be noted that this did not seem to affect heart rate while walking as the 
devices were split between free motion and treadmill recordings for the higher heart rate values.  
Previous research on the tested wearable technology devices for heart rate measurements 
was not consistent with our results. Our results indicated that the Samsung Gear 2 significantly 
underestimated heart rate when jogging. One separate study showed it had very little difference 
in heart rate when compared to their unnamed criterion measure when walking (El-Amrawy & 
Nounou, 2015). Another study indicated that the mean absolute percent error was not acceptable 
for a variety of activities. This study did not specify if the estimation was higher or lower though 
(Shcherbina et al., 2017). In our study, the FitBit Surge had significant lower jogging heart rate 
measurements when compared to the Polar T31. Research on the FitBit Surge by (Thiebaud et 
al., 2018) indicated a small overestimation for walking treadmill activities up to 3mph and a 
slight underestimation for jogging speeds greater than that. Additionally, they reported the mean 
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absolute percent error was unacceptable for walking but within agreeable tolerances for jogging. 
Two additional studies for the FitBit Surge (Shcherbina et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2018) both 
produced unacceptable mean absolute percent errors for heart rate during several different 
activities. The Polar A360 in our study significantly underestimated heart rate. There is only one 
known study for this device. It’s results indicate that as exercise intensity increases, both the 
underestimation of heart rate as well as the mean absolute percent error increase accordingly 
(Boudreaux et al., 2018). Both the Garmin Vivosmart HR+ and the Scosche Rhythm+ had no 
significant difference in jogging heart rate when compared to the Polar T31. One study for the 
Garmin Vivosmart HR+ contradicted ours in that those results indicated that as exercise intensity 
increase, underestimation of heart rate as well as the mean absolute percent error increases 
(Boudreaux et al., 2018). Two separate studies on the Scosche Rhythm+ by (Gillinov et al., 
2017) and (Stahl et al., 2016) had similar results. Both reported that the Scosche Rhythm+ had 
minimal bias in measurements and a low mean absolute percent error.   
 
Step Count 
A significant interaction between the wearable technology devices and the environment 
was seen for walking step count measurements. In contrast, jogging step count measurements 
only presented a significant main effect between the mean values of the devices compared to the 
manual step count. For all but one condition (free motion walking, Garmin Vivosmart HR+) 
steps taken while moving in a free motion setting were higher than on a treadmill (Figure 4.2A., 
Figure 4.2B.). Wearable technology devices attempt to register each step based on the movement 
of the body on which the device is placed. Any potential differences in movement patterns 
between free motion and treadmill activities may result in different results for the same motion. 
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However, previously published literature is not definitive as to what, if any, of these observed 
differences in motion mechanics may be (Riley et al. 2008; Schache et al., 2001).    
Prior research has shown slight differences in certain comprehensive parameters such as 
stride length and cadence between the two conditions. For example, one study by Murray, Spurr, 
Sepic, Gardner, & Mollinger (1985) provided evidence that treadmill walking resulted in shorter 
strides and a quicker cadence while Frishberg (1983) observed no difference when free motion 
and treadmill walking patterns were compared. Similar to this is the mechanical response of 
persons to the differences in surfaces they are interacting with. Free motion activities are usually 
performed on hard surfaces such as asphalt, concrete, or hard rubber. Most treadmills, however, 
are designed to have a spring effect that returns energy back to the individual (Schache et al., 
2001). Studies have shown that walking/jogging over different surfaces results in varying 
degrees of leg stiffness (Ferris, Louie, & Farley, 1998). These subtle lower extremity 
adjustments may be supporting the different step count values between the two conditions. 
Of the five wearable technology devices tested, the only one that was not wrist worn was 
the Leaf Health Tracker. For both the walking and jogging step count comparisons, its values 
were consistently similar to the manual step count. Previous research has shown that device 
placement does have an influence on step count accuracy. In order to accurately count steps, 
wearable technology devices need to have high efficiency for the specific areas of the body they 
are designed for and are placed. A study done by Tudor-Locke, Barreira, & Schuna (2015) 
compared accuracy levels for wrist worn and waist worn devices with waist worn step counters 
being more accurate. A limitation to their study, as was in ours, was that different devices were 
being tested in different body positions. This makes it difficult to confidently compare results to 
one another. Simpson et al. (2015) compared wearable technology devices worn on the ankle to 
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those worn on the waist. While the ankle position provided slightly more accurate results than 
that of the waist, both were shown to provide accurate step count values than those recorded by 
wrist worn devices. A take away from our study and those conducted previously is that device 
placement on other than the wrist may be preferable for those wishing to accurately monitor 
daily step counts. 
Previous research on the tested wearable technology devices for step count measurements 
were not consistent with our results. The Samsung Gear 2 significantly underestimated steps in 
both walking and jogging when compared to a manual count of steps. Only one known study 
corroborated that result (Modave et al., 2017) while another indicated that it overestimated (El-
Amrawy & Nounou, 2015). For the FitBit Surge, our results showed a significant 
underestimation of steps counted for walking when compared to the manual count but a very 
small underestimation when jogging. Discrepancies in treadmill walking and jogging for the 
FitBit Surge were also observed by Binsch, Wabeke, & Valk (2016) and a significant 
underestimation of steps in free motion walking was recorded by Modave et al. (2017). The 
Polar A360, significantly underestimated steps when both walking and jogging. In addition, there 
was a significant main effect from the environment during walking. While there is one known 
study that corroborates the underestimation of the step count measurement (Bunn et al., 2018), 
there is one that reports it overestimates it (Navalta et al., 2018). Both the Garmin Vivosmart 
HR+ and the Leaf Health Tracker had no significant mean differences between the measured 
values and the manual count for walking or jogging. For the Garmin Vivosmart HR+, two 
studies had similar results (Lamont et al., 2018; Wahl, Duking, Droszez, Wahl, & Mester, 2017). 
The only known study on the Leaf Health Tracker also concurred (Navalta et al., 2018). 
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As discussed previously, there is no consistency in the literature for testing wearable 
technology devices. This means there is no practical manner to compare the results of one study 
to another. Resources and time are potentially wasted testing the same wearable technology 
devices by several researchers with different applications. Consequently, this leads to many 
varied statistical conclusions due to the different numbers of participants, how and when values 
are recorded, and the variety of activities that can be utilized. Moreover, in many studies only 
one distinct value was recorded and analyzed at a time. The use of a commonly accepted 
protocol that allows for numerous measurements to be taken simultaneously would be the most 
efficient use of resources and time. Established protocols would also allow for the timely testing 
of devices as they become available. This is a vital component for wearable technology testing as 
a plethora of new devices are quickly and continuously being procured by many entities. 
Consequently, currently available devices are rapidly being replaced or being regulated to 
obscurity by newer or alternate versions. Many times, they become obsolete before a proper 
evaluation and reporting of results to the public can be made (Bunn et al., 2018).  
To this end, the Consumer Technology Association has procured recommendations 
regarding standardized testing protocols for both heart rate and step count validation. While these 
suggested protocols can be viewed as forward thinking, the practicality of the testing methods 
are not entirely feasible. Their recommendation for heart rate is that it should be recorded at least 
once every 5 seconds (Consumer Techology Association, 2018). To fulfil this testing standard, 
specific software and/or hardware that captures heart rate signals from numerous devices 
simultaneously and subsequently inputs them into a common spread sheet is required. The 
software and equipment cost may represent aspects that some investigators may not be able to 
handle due to financial restraints or a lack of suitable technology that supports the said program. 
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They also advocate that step count activities be video recorded with two manual counters 
separately reviewing the footage at a later time/date. Both counters would have to come up with 
the exact same count for it to be considered a valid value (Consumer Techology Association, 
2016). This is not practical in a free motion setting as camera use may be hindered by visual 
obscurements, possible changes in elevation and movement direction, and the interference of 
persons as the participants move through the public testing area. The testing protocol we have 
utilized for this study employs the average of several heart rates during an activity to represent a 
steady state measurement. The idea being that it represents a single value for analysis purposes. 
Also, our use of two manual step counters allows for flexibility and mobility in almost every 
environment. This step count method has already been used in previous research with inter-rater 
reliability being ≥0.99 for all analysis (Floegel et al., 2017; Navalta et al., 2018). 
Our research protocol for this study was unique in that: 1) All persons performed two 5-
minute free motion walks and two 5-minute free motion jogs on the same day. 2) One to two 
days later all persons performed two 5-minute treadmill walks and two 5-minute treadmill jogs at 
approximately ±1 hour as the free motion activities. 3) Because we used the same persons for 
both days of testing, we were able to reasonably compare the heart rate and step count results of 
the two settings used for walking and jogging. We feel that this protocol is a sensible and 
practical way to test wearable technology devices. As it is not confined to just heart rate and step 
count measurements, energy expenditure, ventilation rate, step cadence, and distance traveled 
can all be evaluated concurrently as well. This procedure would also allow for simultaneous test-
retest and validity analysis.  
Low intensity physical activity has been shown to increase the accuracy for devices that 
use PPG (Maeda et al., 2011). Conversely, high intensity activities such as jogging or running 
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increase the accuracy of devices that record step count (Schneider, Crouter, & Bassett, 2004). 
Both studies correspond to our results regarding our results and the respective criterion 
measurements. This means heart rate during jogging and step count during walking may be 
inaccurate due to factors such as a device’s measurement mechanism or because the associated 
movement from the activity being performed is not within the parameters for accurate recording. 
While the concept of only using a treadmill was extrapolated from the six devices tested in this 
study, the potential for the development of future testing standards is exciting. The implication is 
that minimal validation testing requirements could save time, effort, and resources in future 
investigations. However, the fact that the jogging heart rate and walking step count 
measurements had potential influences from the testing environment shows that not all activities 
may fit the criteria for treadmill specific testing. Because of this conflict in results, there may be 
no choice but to test future devices not only in the settings we normally utilized but in other less 
common ones such as hiking or in mimicking daily life activities. However, if device testing 
using only a treadmill in a controlled setting can be proven to be adequate, the benefits from this 
development would be highly advantageous. There would be minimal interference while 
observing participants, heart rate monitors could be supervised with ease, and if video recording 
is required, it would be easy to do so. 
One factor that was not controlled for nor was recognized until after the data collection 
was complete was the potential effect of the ambient temperature during both conditions. The 
free motion activities were conducted in an interior building hallway while the treadmill 
activities were performed in a controlled laboratory setting. Temperatures were not recorded for 
either. However, the laboratory setting utilized for this study is normally cooler than the building 
hallway areas. Body temperatures may have been higher in the free motion setting due to the 
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higher temperatures in that environment. This may have resulted in greater dilation of blood 
vessels for the dissipation of body heat. This would result in the heart pumping faster to maintain 
blood pressure (Wilson & Crandell, 2011). 
Overall, there is an abundance of commercially available wearable technology options for 
consumers, however, the ultimate choice is difficult. Different measuring mechanisms, where on 
the body it is worn, testing and statistical parameters utilized, and what components are being 
measured can create confusion regarding which to purchase. Five popular devices for two widely 
used measurements (heart rate and step count) were tested in conditions that are most 
encountered during one’s daily routine, walking ang jogging in both free motion setting and on a 
treadmill. Based on our results, we can recommend the Gamin Vivosmart HR+ as it returned 
values that were very similar to the criterion measure for both heart rate and step count 
regardless of the setting. While the Scosche Rhythm+ had excellent statistical results for heart 
rate, the need of a third-party application and the requirement of an additional device with a 
display to view real time heart rate values could make it impractical for most users. The Polar 
A360 would be the least recommended choice of the tested devices. Except for the heart rate 
while walking, it significantly underestimated the jogging heart rate and both walking and 
jogging step counts. It also had a significant difference between the walking free motion and 
treadmill step counts when compared to the criterion. In terms of testing procedures, we 
introduced a protocol that addressed the lack of reliability testing that has been observed in much 
of the literature. For our reliability and validity protocol, no special equipment was required, and 
the values used for our analysis were not difficult to obtain. Depending on the device, differences 
between free motion and treadmill walking and jogging may have to involve further evaluation 
of lower body gait mechanics, altered arm swing and its related motion artifact, and the fitness 
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levels of the participants. Outside testing may have the element of being more difficult to 
perform due physical obstacles, location, weather, and equipment complications. But if it can be 
shown that treadmill testing can be used in lieu whenever possible, the savings in time and 
resources would be beneficial to all. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
Is Body Composition or Body Mass Index Associated with the Step Count Accuracy of a 
Wearable Technology Device? 
 
Chapter Significance 
 The use of wearable technology devices to monitor daily physical activity levels by 
counting steps taken during day has become an easy and popular way for individuals to achieve a 
healthy lifestyle. This is especially true for special populations such as obese or elderly persons 
who are susceptible to various metabolic disorders that are influenced by sedentary living or a 
general lack of exercise. However, it is unknown whether the proprietary internal counting 
mechanism and algorithms that are used to register and record steps are counting steps accurately 
for the variety of persons with differing body types that are utilizing them.  
The purpose of this study was to conduct a preliminary evaluation as to whether a 
person’s body composition (percent of the body that is fat) or body mass index (height to weight 
value) had a relationship to the accuracy of a wearable technology device. Because previously 
published research is lacking and inconclusive at best as to the effect of these factors on device 
accuracy, it is important to conduct additional research to add to the body of literature on this 
matter. Devices were tested in a free motion walk, free motion jog, treadmill walk, and treadmill 
jog setting. These conditions represent a majority of the environments that are encountered in 
daily life.  
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Abstract 
A simple way to gauge daily physical activity levels is to use a wearable technology 
device to count the number of steps taken during the day. However, it is unknown whether these 
devices return accurate step counts for persons with different body fat percentages or body mass 
index scores. Purpose: To determine if there is a correlation between either body fat percentages 
and/or body mass index values and the percent error calculated between a manual step count and 
values recorded by a wearable technology device. Methods: Forty volunteers participated. The 
Samsung Gear 2, FitBit Surge, Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+, and the Leaf Health 
Tracker were evaluated when walking and jogging in free motion and treadmill conditions. All 
devices were worn simultaneously in randomized configurations. The mean of two manual steps 
counters was used as the criterion measure. Walking and jogging free motion and treadmill 
protocols of 5 minute intervals were completed. Correlation was determined by Spearman’s rank 
correlation coefficient. Significance was set at <0.05. Results: There were no significant 
correlations for body mass index vs percent error. For body fat, significant positive correlations 
were observed for the Samsung Gear 2 free motion walk: (r=0.321,p=0.043), Garmin Vivosmart 
HR+ free motion walk: (r=0.488,p=<0.001), and the Leaf Health Tracker treadmill walk: 
(r=0.368,p=0.020) and treadmill jog: (r=0.350,p=0.027). Conclusion. Body fat may have a 
limited association with a device’s step count percent error. Lower body mechanics along with 
device placement may be more of a factor in step counting accuracy. 
 
Keywords: Wearable technology device, correlation, body composition, body mass index 
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INTRODUCTION 
 Body composition (BC) and body mass index (BMI) are physiological measurements that 
are used to classify persons into a general health risk category (underweight, normal, overweight, 
obese) based on each one’s range of value (CDC, 2018; Jeukendrup & Gleeson, 2019). Both 
methods use an individual’s body mass as the primary aspect to accomplish this classification. 
Research has established that persons who either lack or carry excessive body mass (usually 
attributed to levels of body fats) experience greater rates of physical and mental maladies that 
can potentially reduce a person’s quality of life and/or shorten their life span (WHO, 
02/16/2018). Low body mass has been linked to osteoporosis (Lim & Park, 2016), a suppressed 
immune response (Ritz & Gardner, 2006), increased rates of depression (de Wit, van Straten, van 
Herten, Penninx, & Cuijpers, 2009) and slow, curbed body growth (Reese, 2008). High body 
mass has been linked to an increased risk of cardiovascular disease (Lahey & Khan, 2018), rising 
cases of type-2 diabetes (Karr, Jackowski, Buckley, Fairman, & Sclar, 2019), an increased 
prevalence of hypertension (Santiago & Moreira, 2019), and osteoarthritis (Wang & He, 2018). 
While both use body mass as a primary aspect to classify health status or to help predict the 
possibility of developing a detrimental condition, the way body mass is utilized for each 
evaluation is different.  
BC is defined the percentage of body mass that is composed of fat rather than other 
components such as muscle, tissue, or bone (WHO, 02/16/2018). This value can be obtained 
using laboratory-based systems such as hydrostatic weighing, air displacement, bioelectrical 
impedance, or dual x-ray absorptiometry or through field-based techniques that utilize a tape 
measure or skinfold calipers (Kuriyan, 2018). Regardless of the method, BC values have varied 
accuracy as they represent estimations derived from alternatively measured physiological or 
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physical factors and the associated body fat percentages that are expected to be simultaneously 
present (Lohman & Miliken, 2019). Because male and females have different levels of body fat 
(usually females > males) (Schorr et al., 2018) and proportions of body fat normally increase 
with age due to reduced physical activity levels (St-Onge & Gallagher, 2010), both age and 
gender play a role in BC health risk classification. The higher the BC value, the greater the risk 
of developing one or more detrimental health factors.  
 While BMI also uses body mass to help determine one’s health classification, it does not 
directly estimate body fat percentage (Bradbury, Guo, Caims, Armstrong, & Key, 2017). Instead 
it uses the whole body mass to calculate a ratio score based on a person’s mass and height 
(Brazier, 2018) using the following equation: BMI = mass (kg)/ height (m)2 (Liguori, Dweyer, & 
Fitts, 2014). The higher the BMI value, the more mass that is carried by the corresponding 
height. Just like BC, the lower or higher the BMI value, the greater the risk of developing an 
ailment previously mentioned (Jakicic, Rogers, & Donnelly, 2018). Currently, BMI has no 
official subcategorizations accounting for gender or age. However, recent research has begun to 
evaluate adjusted health risk category parameters that take into account ethnicity (Misra & 
Dhurandhar, 2019) and age/gender (Bachmann, 2019). The advantage of using BMI rather than 
BC is that BMI does not require special equipment or training to utilize. Even though it is easy to 
determine, the current use of BMI can be deceiving. BMI uses overall body mass for its 
calculations. Thus, it does not account for what portion of that body mass is muscle, body fat, or 
body tissue. Because muscle and bone are denser than fat (Scrollseek, 2010), BMI can 
overestimate body fat in athletes with high bone density and muscle mass or underestimate it in 
older people who have low bone density and muscle mass.  
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 For those in a higher health risk category because of elevated BC and/or BMI values, the 
implementation of a daily physical activity regime is highly encouraged. One of the more 
popular methods to accomplish this is by counting the steps taken in one day. Walking 10,000 
steps a day has been shown to provide general health benefits (Tudor-Locke, Johnson, & 
Katzmarzyk, 2009) with 15,000 steps a day benefitting more serious metabolic conditions 
(Tigbe, Granat, Sattar, & Lean, 2017). The use of a wearable technology device to count daily 
steps has become extremely popular (Thompson, 2016). Even though it has been shown that 
wearable technology devices are successfully used to promote physical activity (Cheatham, Stull, 
Fantigrassi, & Motel, 2018; Espinoza, Chen, Orozco, Deavenport-Saman, & Yin, 2017; Kirk, 
Amiri, Pirbaglou, & Ritvo, 2018), the ability of many of these devices to accurately count steps 
has not been adequately defined. This is especially true for those that have differing BC and BMI 
values and are relying on these devices to facilitate a healthier life style.  
 Previous research has provided conflicting evidence of the effect of a person’s BMI on a 
pedometer’s step counting accuracy. One study indicated that BMI had no significant main effect 
on a pedometer’s accuracy while walking on a treadmill during three different speeds (Feito, 
Bassett, Thompson, & Tyo, 2012). In contrast, another study which had participants walk briskly 
for 400m, slow walk for 10m, and then ascend and descend a flight of stairs produced results that 
the absolute error of the pedometer was positively correlated with BMI (Shepherd, Toloza, 
McClung, & Schmalzried, 1999). The same conflicting evidence is also evident in BC’s effect on 
a pedometer’s step counting accuracy. One study that utilized 2 minute bouts of walking on a 
treadmill at three separate speeds gave no indication that BC affected pedometer accuracy 
(Duncan, Schofield, Duncan, & Hinckson, 2007). Contrary to this, another study had participants 
walk on a treadmill for 3 minute stages at five various speeds with some of the tested devices 
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being less accurate as the BC increased (Crouter, Schneider, & Bassett Jr., 2005). While 
pedometers have been utilized for many decades, the use of currently available wearable device 
technology has only been utilized since approximately 2009 (Thompson, 2015, 2016). As such 
there are no known studies that have evaluated the effect of either BC or BMI on the 
measurement accuracy for these devices.   
The purpose of this study was to determine if either BC and BMI has a significant 
correlation to the percentage errors calculated between a criterion measure (the mean of two 
manual counters) and the number of steps recorded by various wearable technology devices. This 
was carried out four conditions: free motion walking, free motion jogging, treadmill walking, 
and treadmill jogging. We hypothesized that there would be a significant positive relationship 
between BC or BMI values and the calculated percent error for each device for each condition in 
that when BC or BMI increased. the percent error of the device would also increase. 
 
METHODS 
Participants 
Forty healthy (identified as low risk according to the ACSM pre-participation screening 
questionnaire) participants aged 25.09±7.17 years (twenty males and twenty females) 
volunteered for this investigation (descriptive characteristics are provided in Table 5.1.). 
Participants filled out an informed consent form that was approved by the UNLV Biomedical 
Institutional Review Board (#885569-3). 
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Table 5.1. Participants characteristics. Means ± SD presented. 
 Age (yrs) Height (cm) Mass (kg) BC (%) BMI 
All participants (N=40) 25.09±7.17 169.64±11.18 77.19±19.2 26.04±7.62 26.43±5.19 
BC = Body Composition 
BMI = Body Mass Index 
 
 
Devices 
The five wearable technology devices investigated consisted of four that are worn on the 
wrist: Samsung Gear 2, FitBit Surge, Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+, and one worn on the 
waist: Leaf Health Tracker. Immediately prior to testing, the participants age, sex, height, 
weight, and where the device was being worn were programmed into the device. The device was 
synchronized, and the appropriate “activity” mode, if available, was selected. The mean of two 
manual step counts using a hand-held tally counter (Horsky, New York, NY) was used as the 
criterion measurement. All devices use proprietary algorithms to determine what constitutes a 
step for counting purposes. 
The Samsung Gear 2 (Samsung Electro-Mechanics, Seoul, South Korea) is a wrist-worn 
smartwatch. Sensors include an accelerometer, gyroscope, and heart rate monitor. 
The Fitbit Surge (Fitbit Inc, San Francisco, CA) is a fitness super wrist-watch that utilizes 
GPS tracking to determine distance and pace. Sensors and components include 3-axis 
accelerometers, digital compass, optical heart rate monitor, altimeter, ambient light sensor, and 
vibration motor.  
The Polar A360 (Polar Electro, Kempele, Finland) is a wrist-worn fitness tracker that has 
a proprietary optical heart rate module. No other specifications are given.  
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The Garmin Vivosmart HR+ (Garmin Ltd, Canton of Schaffhausen, Switzerland) is smart 
activity tracker with wrist-based heart rate as well as GPS. Sensors include a barometric 
altimeter and accelerometer.  
 Leaf Health Tracker (Bellabeat, San Fransisco, CA): Sensors include a 3-axis 
accelerometer and vibration motor 
 
Protocol 
Data for this study was completed concurrently during a collection period that has been 
recently published (Montes & Navalta, 2019). The protocol has been described here for the 
convenience of the reader. In the week prior to testing, participants provided anthropometric 
data. Age in years was self-reported, height (cm) was measured with a Health-o-meter wall 
mounted height rod (Pelstar LLC/Health-o-meter, McCook, IL), mass (kg), Body Composition 
(BC) and Body Mass Index (BMI) was provided by a hand-and-foot bioelectric impedance 
analyzer (seca mBCA 514 Medical Body Composition Analyzer, Seca North America, Chino, 
CA).  
On the first day of testing, participants were fitted with the Samsung Gear 2, FitBit Surge, 
Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+ and Leaf Health Tracker. They then proceeded to a long 
indoor hallway with cones spaced 200 feet apart. Participants sat for 5 minutes and then 
completed the first 5-minute self-paced free motion walk back and forth between the cones while 
step count was recorded by the two manual counters. After a 5-minute seated rest period, 
participants completed the first 5-minute self-paced free motion jog with step count again 
recorded by two manual counters. Participants then rested in a seated position for 10 minutes. 
They then performed a second self-paced 5-minute free motion walk and jog in the same manner 
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as the first with step count recorded in the same manner. The two manual counters for all free-
motion walks and jogs were positioned near the center of the testing area but were separated so 
they could not view each other’s thumb motion nor hear the “clicking” from with the tally 
counter. This prevented any synchronized counting between the two. The manual counters were 
instructed not to follow or move with the participants to prevent influencing their 
walking/jogging speed. The distance traveled for both free motion walks and jogs was measured 
and the speed in miles per hour was calculated and rounded to the nearest 0.1.  
One to two days later at approximately the same time of day (±1 hour), the participants 
returned for treadmill-based walking and jogging. They were fitted with all the devices in the 
same manner and configuration as on day two. All treadmill activities were performed on a 
Trackmaster treadmill (Full Vision, Inc. Newton, KS). After a 5-minute seated rest period, they 
completed the first 5-minute treadmill walk at the speed calculated from the first free motion 
walk with step count recorded by the two manual counters. Following a 5-minute seated rest 
period, they completed the first 5-minute treadmill jog at the speed calculated from the first free 
motion jog with step count again recorded by the two manual counters. Participants rested in a 
seated position for 10 minutes. They then performed a second 5-minute treadmill walk and jog 
with step count recorded in the same manner as the first treadmill activities. Speeds for the 
second treadmill walk and jog were calculated from the second free motion walk and jog. Speeds 
were replicated on the treadmill in order to normalize the distance a participant traveled in the 5-
minute testing intervals for both conditions. The grade for all treadmill testing was set to 0%. 
The two manual counters were positioned at opposite sides of the lab in order to prevent any 
synchronized “clicking”.  
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Statistical Analysis 
 IBM SPSS (IBM Statistics version 24.0, Armonk, NY) was used for all statistical 
analysis. The step count average of the two manual counters (criterion measure) and the 
wearable technology device step count measurements recorded during the second walk and 
second jog for the free motion and treadmill activities were used. The percent error was 
calculated by the formula: absolute value of {(device – criterion) * 100} / criterion. Three 
outliers of ≥ ±3 standard deviations were removed from the step count analysis (participant #7 
and #14, FitBit Surge, free motion jog: step count was not recorded properly at the end of both 
said activities. Participant #37, Samsung Gear 2, treadmill walk: device stopped counting and 
had to be re-synchronized to reset step counting function for next activity). Spearman’s rank 
correlation coefficient (r) was used to determine correlation with the p-value set at <0.05 and the 
(r) set at ≥ 0.70. Correlation was determined using 1) each participants BC and BMI and 2) the 
percent error. 
Results 
 There were no significant correlations between BMI and percent error in any 
environment (Table 5.2.). For BC, significant positive correlations were observed for the 
Samsung Gear 2 free motion walk: (r=0.321,p=0.043) (Figure 5.1., Table 5.2.), Garmin 
Vivosmart HR+ free motion walk: (r=0.488,p=<0.001) (Figure 5.2., Table 5.2. ), and the Leaf 
Health Tracker treadmill walk: (r=0.368,p=0.020) (Figure 5.3., Table 5.2.) and treadmill jog: 
(r=0.350,p=0.027) (Figure 5.4., Table 5.2.). 
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Correlation: Body Composition and Body Mass Index vs Mean Average Percent Error 
Table 5.2. Step count correlation of body composition and body mass index vs percent error 
(N=40). (#) = data points removed. * = p<0.05. ** = p <0.001 
 BC BMI 
Samsung Gear 2 r r 
Free Motion Walk 0.321* -0.135 
Free Motion Jog 0.064 -0.126 
Treadmill Walk (1) 0.075 -0.030 
Treadmill Jog -0.110 -0.119 
FitBit Surge r r 
Free Motion Walk 0.227 -0.050 
Free Motion Jog (2) -0.007 -0.109 
Treadmill Walk 0.030 -0.078 
Treadmill Jog -0.059 -0.090 
Polar A360 r r 
Free Motion Walk 0.122 -0.087 
Free Motion Jog -0.038 -0.187 
Treadmill Walk 0.219 -0.016 
Treadmill Jog 0.149 -0.233 
Garmin Vivosmart HR+ r r 
Free Motion Walk 0.488** -0.241 
Free Motion Jog 0.145 -0.124 
Treadmill Walk -0.046 -0.183 
Treadmill Jog 0.245 -0.132 
Leaf Health Tracker r r 
Free Motion Walk 0.173 0.002 
Free Motion Jog -0.078 -0.097 
Treadmill Walk 0.368* -0.014 
Treadmill Jog 0.350* -0.086 
BC = Body Composition 
BMI = Body Mass Index 
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Figure 5.1. Samsung Gear 2 free motion walk correlation.  
 
 
Figure 5.2. Garmin Vivosmart HR+ free motion walk correlation. 
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Figure 5.3. Leaf Health Tacker treadmill walk correlation. 
 
 
Figure 5.4. Leaf Health Tacker treadmill jog correlation. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
The current study investigated if there was an association between a person’s BC and/or 
BMI to a device’s percent error when counting steps. Our hypothesis was that of the twenty 
possible combinations for each measurement using the five tested devices and four testing 
conditions (forty total data collections between both BC and BMI) that most of the combinations 
would have a significant positive relationship in that when BC or BMI increased the percent 
error of the device would also increase. However, only four of the forty tested combinations (all 
in the BC category) in our data collection were significantly correlated.  
Of the two wrist worn devices to have a significant relationship (Samsung Gear 2, 
Garmin Vivosmart HR+) both produced a significant relationship during free motion walking. 
While both were positive associations, the correlations were considered poor for each (r=0.321 
and r=0.488 respectively). Previous research has provided evidence that slower walking speeds 
increase the inaccuracy of current pedometers (Balmain et al., 2019; Melanson et al., 2004; 
Schneider, Crouter, & Bassett, 2004) and newer wearable technology devices (Montes, Young, 
Tandy, & Navalta, 2017, 2018; Tanner et al., 2016). Regarding the lower body, persons with 
higher BC values tend to walk at a slower gait (Berrigan, Simoneau, Tremblay, Hue, & Teasdale, 
2006) and have a longer double support phase with reduced time in the leg swing phase when 
walking (Hills & Parker, 1991; Wearing, Hennig, Byrne, Steele, & Hills, 2006). For the upper 
body, higher BC has been shown to reduce the range of motion in both shoulder joint extension 
and adduction (Park, Ramachandran, Weisman, & Jung, 2010) and in elbow flexion and 
supination (Jeong, Heo, Lee, & Park, 2018). These differences in walking mechanics due to 
slower walking may have resulted in the positive correlations for the two devices. It is interesting 
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to note that none of the treadmill walks for any of the devices had a significant correlation. While 
it could be logically assumed that walking at a similar speed for the same time interval in either 
the free motion or treadmill environment would elicit a similar step count by a step counting 
device, previous research on this comparison is very limited and not conclusive. Some research 
indicates that treadmill walking influences smaller step length and quicker cadence when 
compared to a similar free motion activity (Murray, Spurr, Sepic, Gardner, & Mollinger, 1985) 
while other research has concluded there is little difference in the motion mechanics between the 
two (Frishberg, 1983). Because we only observed a significant correlation in two of the four 
wrist worn devises and only in free motion walking, it would be prudent to conclude that each 
device’s proprietary measurement mechanism and algorithm for detecting, registering, and 
recording what it constitutes a completed step is a primary factor in its accuracy. 
The Leaf Health Tracker was the only device not worn on the wrist. It was worn on the 
waist on the anterior midline of the thigh. Previous research has shown that device placement on 
the body can affect its accuracy for step counting with waist worn devices being shown to be 
more accurate than those that are wrist worn for those in a normal BC range. (Simpson et al., 
2015; Tudor-Locke, Barreira, & Schuna, 2015). However, growing evidence suggests that waist 
worn step count devices are prone to increased measurement error as a person’s BC value 
increases (Crouter et al., 2005). First, it is possible that a large amount of abdominal adipose 
tissue may dampen vertical accelerations of the trunk, which could contribute to a lower step 
count (Shepherd et al., 1999; Tudor-Locke, Williams, Reis, & Pluto, 2002). Second, due to the 
corresponding increase in waist circumference or the waist-to-hip ratio for those with higher BC 
values, waist worn step counters worn by persons in the overweight or obese health risk category 
may become slanted with respect to the body’s vertical plane. This tilting has been shown to 
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create increased friction in a device’s internal counting mechanism, resulting in a failure to 
register all steps (Duncan et al., 2007).  
Our results produced relatively few significant positive correlations. More than likely, 
this was due to the mean BC being 26.04±7.62% and the mean BMI being 26.43±5.19. Because 
our participants were mostly young, healthy college students (age 25.09±7.17), very few of them 
could be considered as having excessively high BC or BMI values. This normal, healthy range of  
BC and BMI values was a study limitation as we were not able to evaluate a population in which 
elevated BC or BMI values would have made a noticeable overall impact. Therefore, our 
evaluation is only truly meaningful for this specific population during the four conditions that 
were tested in. The application of the results of our current investigation to other age ranges or 
special populations should be done with caution (Bassett, Rowlands, & Trost, 2012). In contrast 
to the current participants, certain populations such as the obese and the elderly (Melanson et al., 
2004) will have different walking speeds, BC, and BMI values specific to that group. The testing 
of wearable technology devices used by these populations should be completed separately and in 
the normally accessed environments where use is expected to occur (Wahl, Duking, Droszez, 
Wahl, & Mester, 2017).  
In summary, the purpose of our investigation was to perform an initial evaluation of 
whether BC or BMI values would correlate to the step count percent error extrapolated from a 
wearable technology device’s recorded step count. Our results showed that for a healthy, young 
sample population with a normal to slightly elevated BC or BMI value, there appears to be little 
relationship between these two variables. The waist worn device displayed an association but 
only when used on a treadmill. It appears that device placement is the primary reason for any 
positive associations in a normal, healthy population. Future research should narrow the scope of 
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participants to various special populations in which differencing BC/BMI values are more 
prevalent. This will allow for an updated assessment as to whether elevated BC/BMI values are 
related to wearable technology step counting accuracy.  
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CHAPTER 6 
Overall Dissertation Conclusions 
The overarching purpose of this dissertation was to evaluate and analyze heart rate and 
step count measurements for six popular wearable technology devices: the Samsung Gear 2, 
FitBit Surge, Polar A360, Garmin Vivosmart HR+, Leaf Health Tracker, and the Scosche 
Rhythm+ in four separate conditions: free motion walking, free motion jogging, treadmill 
walking, and treadmill jogging. Four studies were conducted in order to address various 
questions regarding wearable technology that have not been thoroughly addressed and as such, 
required further investigation.  
First, for each device tested we wanted to evaluate both heart rate and step count 
reliability and validity. Our choice of devices was based on the fact they were popular with 
consumers, measured heart rate using photoplethysmography, or LED light, and counted steps. 
For heart rate, the use of photoplethysmography has not been fully validated and as such it is 
inconclusive whether it is acceptable as a heart rate measurement technique. Because each device 
uses proprietary LED wavelengths and algorithms, the results varied greatly dependent on the 
device. One thing that did stand out is that the forearm worn Scosche Rhythm+ had the most 
acceptable validity values for all the tested conditions. This corresponds with the limited research 
that has been published that indicates the forearm may be the best place for device placement. 
The wrist worn Garmin Vivosmart HR+ was also valid overall, but it’s results were not as 
acceptable as the Scosche Rhythm+. The Samsung Gear2, FitBit Surge, and Polar A360 are also 
wrist worn but had varying levels of validity that made them less than ideal for everyday use. 
The wrist location appears to have confounding physiological factors that the forearm does not. 
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This, along with the individual design of each device may give evidence that the wrist may not 
be the most optimal place for wearable technology heart rate measurements. 
Just like heart rate, the algorithms that detect, record, and count a movement as a step are 
proprietary to the manufacturer. Of the five devices, only two did not return acceptable results 
for all four condition, the Samsung Gear 2 and the Polar A360. Of the three that were acceptable 
for all conditions, the Leaf Health Tracker was the only one not worn on a wrist, instead being 
attached at the hip at the midline of the thigh. It appears that body location for a step counting 
device is not as fickle as it is for heart rate. This is more than likely attributed to the fact that step 
counting techniques use body motion for step count analysis. This is easier and more diverse in 
the types of motion that can be measured. One other focus of the step count analysis was to show 
that the mean value of two manual counters could be used as the criterion measurement for 
validity purposes. The results for inter-rater ICC were extremely high [0.97-0.99]. Instead of 
having to video tape an activity and reviewing it later, the two counter method can be reasonably 
employed, saving time and resources.  
Because most of the tested devices had a mixed combination of results in reliability and 
validity for both heart rate and step count measures in just about each of the four conditions 
utilized, the selection of an appropriate wearable technology device may not be so easy for the 
consumer. Combine this with the fact that most devices also measure additional values such as 
calories burned, motion cadence, and distance traveled, the decision to buy the appropriate 
device that is accurate overall becomes more difficult. Consumers may have to sift through an 
abundance of information to find a device that suitably fits their needs. However, not all 
presented information by a seller or manufacturer regarding a device’s validity testing can be 
viewed as completely honest or transparent. Those who are ignorant of statistical testing may be 
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swayed by the outright claim that a device is valid simply because the manufacturer states it is. 
Two facts underly this claim. First, it can be speculated that researchers are simply validating 
wearable technology devices without determining reliability. This incomplete analysis can be 
deceptive. Reliability, being a component of validity, means that without test-retest analysis, a 
wearable technology device cannot truly be considered as valid for accuracy purposes. This can 
be attributed to a sense of urgency by researchers to get information out to the public quickly. 
Because the field of wearable technology is rapidly evolving and expanding, by the time a 
product is tested and the results released, that product may already have been upgraded or 
replaced. Also, because recruiting and retaining participants for reliability purposes is more 
difficult and time consuming, investigators may not have the ability to do so. Secondly, because 
there is no accepted standardized testing for wearable technology, it is not always clear as to how 
they arrived at that conclusion or what procedure/protocol they employed to do so. Activities 
such as walking, jogging, and hiking all have different body motions attributed to them. Also, 
they be performed in different settings such as on paved surfaces, treadmills, or uneven ground. 
It would be beneficial for the consumer to know how a device was tested and if it is accurate in 
the manner for which they plan to use it. The testing protocol used in our study directly 
addressed some of these factors. Our testing utilized walking ang jogging in both free motion and 
treadmill settings and purposely included reliability analysis. It is our hope that the method of 
testing employed here will be a foundation for further discussion about the possible 
implementation of a standardized procedure that can be used by all with minimal resources and 
time requirements.  
Finally, special populations will need to be tested to evaluate whether a specific wearable 
technology device is as accurate for these groups as well. Differences in physical and 
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physiological characteristics in obese persons, seniors, children, and gender differences between 
men and woman may all have an impact on whether these devices are accurate or not. All the 
mentioned groups have differences in body movement when in motion. These differences may 
make a device more accurate for one group over another. The last study in this research series 
used this approach to look at whether there was a correlation between both the wear’s body 
composition and percent error and/or between their body mass index and percent error. If there 
was a correlation, further research could be performed to specifically determine what factors are 
causing the association. This could help increase the accuracy of a device by the providing 
evidence that the measurement technique needs refining, that the design needs altering, or that a 
correction factor is required for the algorithms being used. Our results saw 1) no significant 
correlations for any of the body mass index comparisons (out of twenty evaluations), 2) two 
significant positive correlations for body composition comparisons (out of sixteen) for wrist 
worn devices, and 3) two significant positive correlations for body composition comparisons (out 
of four) for a wrist worn device. 
Overall, it appears that for any analysis of a wearable technology device to be considered 
complete, it is going to become a multi-step, complex testing protocol. Something that is not 
current nor consistently done. This research project tested six devices while walking and jogging 
both in a free motion setting and on a treadmill. Daily life does not just involve these motions. 
Walking up and down stairs, cycling, elliptical machines, swimming, and daily life activities 
such as house cleaning and chores all play a part in the physical activity we accumulate during 
the day. While we have introduced a standardized testing protocol, it is by no means complete or 
perfect. The activities mentioned will also need to be analyzed for each device and some method 
standardized testing implemented. It is only with the ability to reasonably compare results from 
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one device to another and from one researcher to another that we can be able to define if a device 
was determined to be accurate and how it was accomplished.  
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